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GENERAL
DIOLKOS is a unique program and the design is executed in four main windows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Plan
Profile
Diagrams (super-elevation rate, widenings, V85, drainage layer)
Cross-sections

These windows are loaded in memory when the program starts and remain loaded during the design
time exchanging data with all active parts of the program.
Each window has its own menus and toolbars. Therefore, the commands in all windows are
grouped, depending on their operation.
Requirements.
Hardware
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CPU:
RAM:
H.D.:
Card graphic:
O.S.:
Hardlock:
Install:

P4 2.4 GHZ or better
512 MB
200 MB free space in the hard disk
128 ΜΒ DirectX
Windows Vista , XP, 7
USB
CD-ROM

DIOLKOS can operate under windows XP, Vista, 7. The graphic acceleration engine of DIOLKOS requires
the presence of DirectX 9 (or newer) runtime library in your computer. This version (9) of DirectX can be
found in the installation CD if it is not installed in your system.
The program installation (together with the example files) requires about 200 Mbytes in the hard disk.
The name of a road contained in a multiple roads project must have only one word (name without space
characters).
e.g.

C:\ROAD PROJECT\PROJECT\ROAD_1 (valid name)
C:\ROAD PROJECT\PROJECT\ROAD 1 (invalid name)

Insert entities from AutoCAD (using MS ActiveX). DIOLKOS is able to read the following data from
AutoCAD:
i)
The polyline of horizontal alignment
ii)
The terrain (also referred with the term ground in this manual) data (3d lines or 3d faces)
iii)
The lines and the texts of topographic background drawing (in DIOLKOS these entities are
organized within the same layers).
In many cases this operation helps the designer and simplifies his work. You can insert the above data as
described below:
• Τhe AutoCAD must be running on your desktop and the desirable DWG file should be selected
before you execute the command in DIOLKOS.
• After the execution of the command in DIOLKOS, you must go to AutoCAD. When you go to
AutoCAD, the prompt in the command line is “select objects” and the mouse cursor is a small
square. Select the entities and then press the right mouse button or the Enter key to complete
the command.
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Tables. The program includes a number of tables that you can use to import or export data.

The following commands are common in all tables:
•
•
•
•

Insert row
Delete row
Copy cells
Paste cells

By right clicking on the table, a pop up menu containing the above commands is appeared. These
commands contained also in the toolbar placed in the upper-left area of the form (this toolbar is available
only on the main forms of the program).
You can import a single row by double-click on the first column of a row. To delete a row, first select it and
then press the ‘Del’ key.
These tables use the clipboard functionality. The copy/paste commands, with ctrl+C/ctrl+V key strokes are
executed respectively. This feature is available between all DIOLKOS tables as well as between DIOLKOS
tables and Excel worksheets.
Figures describing the design parameters. By clicking the button labeled with the ‘?’ character, the
program present figures describing the input parameters on a corresponding geometric shape. This button is
available in several input forms of the program.
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PLAN WINDOW
The plan window is one of the four basic windows of the program. It is the main window of the application
and within it you can create and process the road plan.
At the down side, the plan window has status bar including six fields. In the first field, various prompts and
information about the status of the program are presented. In the second, thirdly and fourth field the
coordinates X, Y and Z, corresponding to the current mouse cursor position, are presented respectively. In
the fifth field the current chainage is shown. The current chainage is shown on the screen by a dashed line
on the current mouse position which intersects vertically the road axis. Finally, the sixth field is referred to the
total length of the alignment.

DIOLKOS creates and reads files with ROA extension (*.ROA). These files are ASCII files. For each road,
the program creates a file in which all the geometric elements of the design (horizontal alignment, vertical
alignment, Sections, Terrain, Design parameters etc.) are stored.
By maintaining a separate ROA file for each road, the program organizes and manages a multiple roads
project in a straightforward manner.
Note that the ASCII files have an advantage over binary: You can view and modify their contents by using a
simple text editor. Although the loading speed of text files is relatively slow, the program is able to load ROA
files very quickly.
DIOLKOS creates one *.ROA file per road only in multiple road project. (see also. Edit->Parallel
roads).
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PLAN - FILE MENU
The first pull down menu of the plan window is the File menu. This menu includes the following commands:
New File:
Creates a new ROA file. If you mark the current road as parallel then with this command you can add a new
road to the current project.
Open:
Loads an existing ROA file. When you try to open an existing *.ROA file while another file is already loaded,
the program closes the current loaded file (except in the case of multiple road projects) before open the new
selected.
Save:
Saves the current ROA file. When you execute this command for the first time in a new project, the program
will prompt you to insert a name for the new created ROA file.
Save as:
Saves the current ROA file with a new name.
Save All:
Saves all roads attached in a multiple roads project. This command differs from the simple save command
when the project contains more than one road.
Also, you are able to execute the first three commands (New File, Open and Save) by clicking the below
icons:

Export files:
DIOLKOS extracts a number of ASCII files containing the geometric description of the current design. By
using these files you can import projects designed in DIOLKOS into other programs for further processing.
When you execute one of these commands, the program presents a form in which you must import the file
name and location in which the file will be saved.
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Create S01 file:
Creates ASCII file (with extension
S01 files have the following format:

127976.25
128269.47
128373.01
130208.34
130054.62
129978.05
129984.43

0.000
774847.04
774838.07
775307.86
776012.88
776539.02
776988.12
777391.39

S01) containing the geometric elements of horizontal alignment. The

K0
170.00
260.00
500.00
2000.00
2000.00
KT

100.00
90.00
200.00
0.00
0.00

2
2
2
2
2

100.00
90.00
200.00
0.00
0.00

2
2
2
2
2

K1
K2
K3
K4
K5

The two first columns contain the X and Y coordinates of the polyline vertices. The third column contains the
radius of circular arc. The fourth and sixth column, contain the entrance and exit clothoid parameters of the
vertex respectively. The fifth and seventh columns contain always the number 2 if you use the parameter A
in the clothoid definition. Finally, the last column contains the vertices names.
Create S02 file:
Creates ASCII file (with extension S02) containing the geometric elements of vertical alignment. The S02
files have the following format:
0.01 255.74
186.00 264.00 3000.00
885.00 266.30 2000.00
1040.00 262.00 2500.00
1620.00 244.00 2500.00
2620.00 258.00 3500.00
3690.00 280.20 5000.00
4060.17 285.14
The first column contains the chainage of each polyline vertex. The second column contains the elevation of
each polyline vertex and the third column contains the radius of the fitting curve of each polyline vertex.
Create S03 file:
Creates ASCII file (with extension S02) containing the geometric elements of super-elevation rate diagram.
The S03 files have the following format:
0.00
-2.00
122.30 -2.00
181.12 -3.60
357.71 -3.60
416.53 -2.00
644.83 -2.00
879.06
4.80
965.45
4.80
1951.78 -2.50
2345.81 -2.00
4060.17 -2.00
0 0
0.00
-2.00
122.30 -2.00
162.30 2.00
181.12 3.60
…………………..
The first column contain the chainage for each vertex of the super elevation rate diagram and the second the
corresponding grade values. First, the values for the left pavement edge are presented, while the values for
right pavement edge follow.
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Create earthworks volume files:
Creates ASCII files (with extension XWM) containing the earthworks quantities. The earthworks files have
the following format:
0
1
2
3

0,01 116,44 187,78
50,00 216,99 82,52
100,00 298,86 59,02
150,00 186,16 93,18

4 200,00 41,79 133,93
5 250,00 28,82 148,56
6 300,00 60,25 112,57
7 350,00 65,67 141,32
8 400,00 26,58 199,56
9 450,00 48,00 79,35
10 500,00 62,61 2,77
These files have four columns. In the first column, the stations names are listed. The second includes the
corresponding chainages. The third column contains the volume of cuts corresponding to each station
(between the current and the next station). Similarly to the third column, the fourth column contains the
volume of fills.
.
The earthworks volume files (*.XWM files) can be used also as input files in GAIES software utility. The
GAIES utility create and analyze the mass haul diagram and produces an optimized work plan for the
available earthworks machines.

Exit:
Closes all windows and shuts down the program. After the execution of this command DIOLKOS appears
message box asking you if you want to save the changes before exit.
If you press the "Yes" button, the program saves the current design project. If you choose the "No" option the
current design project will not be saved. Finally, if you press the “Cancel” button the program returns back to
design mode.
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PLAN - VIEW MENU
The second pull down menu of the main window is the View window. This menu includes commands both
for the control of the plan drawing and the real time 3d projection of the plan geometry.
Note:
The program presents the horizontal alignment entities (circular arcs, clothoids etc.) in screen together with
dashed lines joining their start and end points with the center point of the central circular arc. This depiction
is correct if the horizontal alignment is formed without clothoids (the center point of clothoid transition curve is
variable). However, DIOLKOS draws these joining lines for the purposes of illustration.

The view menu includes the following commands:
Zoom Extents, Zoom Previous, Zoom Rect, Realtime pan, Zoom In, Zoom Out:
In all CAD design programs these commands are common. In DIOLKOS these commands have the same
functionality.
Zoom Extents:
Zooms to display the drawing extents. With this command the plan window is adapted to the limits of
horizontal alignment.
Zoom Previous:
Zooms to display the previous view.
Zoom Rect:
Zooms to display an area specified by two opposite corners of a rectangular window.
Realtime pan:
By selecting this command, you lock the cursor to its current location relative to the viewport coordinate
system. The drawing display is moved to the same direction as the cursor.
Zoom In:
This command magnifies the view
Zoom Out:
This command miniaturizes the view
You can call the above commands by clicking the below icons.

By right clicking in the plan window, the program shows a pop up menu containing the commands Zoom
Rect, Realtime Pan, Zoom In, Zoom Out

DIOLKOS uses the mouse wheel button in order to execute Zoom commands. Rotate the wheel forward to
zoom in, backwards to zoom out. The mouse wheel is also activated in Profile, Cross sections and Diagrams
windows.
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3D Parameters:
With this command the program shows dialog box including the parameters of the 3d visualization tool:
From Ch. – To Ch:
The chainage range for the 3d animation command. The program places the camera in the middle
of the lane while it is moving along the road axis. If you want to move the camera to the opposite
direction, the start chainage must be greater than the end chainage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value< end chainage, unit: m]

Camera height:
The vertical distance between the camera position and pavement surface.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Obstacle distance:
The distance between the camera position and the obstacle (car).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Max visible position:
If you check this option, the program computes the maximum sight distance for the current position
of the camera and shows an obstacle in this position.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

3D View:
Render the 3d model of the road in conjunction with the surrounding terrain from a given position. The 3d
model is presented within the plan window. To define the camera position and direction you must import two
points on the plan window by using the mouse. These points must be on the 3d model of the road or on the
3d model of the terrain. The first point describes the camera position and the second the camera’s target
point. The elevation of the camera above the pavement surface is taken from the 3D Parameters form. You
can cancel the 3d view and return back to the plan drawing by pressing the Esc key or by pressing the menu
View->3D View or by clicking the corresponding icon in the plan toolbar.

3D Animation:
With this command you can toggle to real time 3D animation. The camera along the roadway is moving with
speed equal to the design speed. At the same time, an obstacle is placed in front of the camera. The
distance, between the camera position and obstacle, is defined on 3D Parameters dialog box. You can go
back to the plan drawing by pressing the Esc key or by selecting the View - > 3D Animation command or by
clicking the corresponding icon at the plan toolbar.
During the 3D Animation, the current X, Y coordinates and the current chainage of camera are presented in
the right side of the plan window. These values are updated in every frame during the animation.
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Note:
By placing the obstacle-vehicle object at various distances, while moving along the road axis, you can
estimate the available stopping sign distance for the current alignment. In this way, the designer is able to
check the visibility along the roadway specifying problematic regions on the plan drawing.

Layers:
Displays a dialog box in which you can manage the appearance of the design elements in the plan window.
The 3d faces of road pavement together with the 3d faces of side slopes are drawn in the plan window. The
outlines (edges) of the 3d faces of road are hidden if the option road mesh is unchecked.
In order to render the 3d model of the road in conjunction with the surrounding terrain:
1. Check the option Road - Terrain 3D model in the Layers dialog box
2. Execute the Calculation… command in the cross-sections window. The calculation of the 3d model can be
executed also by clicking the below icon:
This icon is placed at the upper left area of the plan window.

Note. You can see the surrounding ground shaded, only if the terrain is consisted of a set of 3d faces.
When the options Road 3D model and terrain 3D model are checked, the program, in every modification in
horizontal alignment or in cross-sections, computes automatically the 3d model of the road in conjunction
with the surrounding terrain. The 3D view and 3D animation commands are available once the 3d model
has been calculated.
Note. The status of the Layers form is stored when you terminate the program. If you press the Default
button, the form returns to the default status.
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The 3d model of the plan drawing is calculated quickly. Therefore, the program is able to perform this
calculation in every modification of the alignment geometry. In current version, DIOLKOS computes the
geometry for the stations, cross sections and 3d road-terrain model when the plan or profile geometry is
changed. These procedures are executed automatically during the design time giving you the ability to
monitor the geometry of your project.
The 3d model of the plan drawing is rendered in 3d space using both Direct3D and OpenGL graphic
acceleration engines. The Direct3D runtime library is one of the most powerful graphic acceleration engines
and it is running under windows operating system. The program is slightly integrated with this library, so it
can execute graphic commands in real time.
The program draws (in the plan window) the 3d model of the road in conjunction with the surrounding terrain
when you execute the Regen or Zoom Extents commands.
The layers of the plan drawing can be turned on or off by checking the corresponding check boxes on the
Layers dialog box.
The Layers dialog box obtains also a list involving all the layers of the background drawing. The background
layers can be turned on or off by checking the corresponding check box next to the name of each layer.
If you check the Show Ch. in mouse pointer option the program draws a dashed line at the current position of
the mouse cursor. This line intersects vertically the road axis and corresponds to the current chainage. In the
fifth cell of the plan status bar, the current chainage value is shown.
The coloured squares next to the layers names declare the colour of each layer. By clicking the square you
can change this colour. These changes are stored when you close the program. By pressing the Default
button, DIOLKOS restores the default colour assignment for the design entities.
When you check the Grid option, DIOLKOS draws a grid in the plan window. This grid is formed with a
number of horizontal and vertical lines describing the Y and X coordinates respectively. The side of the grid
square is fixed automatically by the program, depending on the current zoom scale in the plan drawing.
Grids are also presented in the Profile, Cross sections and Diagrams windows.
The Layers dialog box is also appeared by clicking the below icon.

Regen:
Regenerates the entire drawing and recomposes the screen coordinates for all entities in the plan window.
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Fill Graphics:
In the right side of the plan window toolbar, the Toggle to fill graphics icon is placed (for this command a
corresponding menu command does not exist):

If you press this button, the program will show the entities in a solid form (fill mode) while when it is not
pressed in an outline form (wireframe mode). The Profile and Cross sections windows contain also this
button in their toolbar.
Lighting: With the following dropdown list (placed in the toolbar of plan window) you can choose the
direction of the lighting source in the plan window.

The rendering result of the 3D model depends on the selected direction of the lighting source.
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PLAN - INSERT MENU
The insert pull down menu includes the following commands:
Terrain – Background builder:
With this command, the program shows a dialog box with which you can insert the terrain model and the
background drawing from data contained into a DXF file. The fields and commands of this form are listed
below:
DXF file tab :
Select DXF:
By executing this command, the program shows a dialog box in which you can choose the source
DXF file.
Set as background:
If you choose this option the program will set all the lines, polylines and texts contained in the
selected DXF file as background drawing of the current project.
Build terrain model:
Builds the terrain model using the data contained into a DXF file.
Build 3D faces (TIN):
Builds the terrain model using the 3dpoints contained into a DXF file.
Read 3D faces:
The program will load all the 3d faces contained into a DXF file.
Read 3D lines:
The program will load all the 3d lines from DXF file. In this case the soil surface is modeled with 3D
lines.
Min points elevation:
The minimum valid elevation for the inserted entities. Entities points having elevation values lower
than the Min points elevation value are ignored during the computation of the terrain model.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Max points elevation:
The maximum valid elevation for the inserted entities. Entities points having elevation values higher
than the Max points elevation value are ignored during the computation of the terrain model.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Max length of TIN edges:
This field defines the maximum allowable length for the edges of the terrain model.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range:0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Points layer:
In this list, you can select the layer (of the DXF file) that contains the points from which the terrain
model will be calculated. If you choose the ALL option the program will calculate the terrain model
from all points contained in all layers of the DXF file.
Triangulation with break-lines:
This option enables the calculation of the terrain model using breaklines (constrained triangulation).
If you check this option, the program enables the Breaklines layer list in which you can select the
layer that contains the breaklines.
Breaklines layer:
In this list, you can choose the layer (of the DXF file) that contains the breaklines which will be
used during the computation of the terrain model. The breaklines can be only 3d lines or polylines
(3d polylines, 2d polylines etc.). These lines are taken into the calculation if the points that
constitute them are identified with points of Points layer.
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Diolkos file tab :
Select ROA file:
The program will read all the terrain edges from other ROA file. In this case the soil surface is
modeled with 3D lines.
Background:
With Background insertion, you can import the survey background entities into the active road
project. The program is able to accept background data directly from AutoCAD (using ActiveX
technology) or from DXF files. DIOLKOS can insert lines and texts directly from AutoCAD and
lines, polylines and texts from DXF files. If you have more complex data structures than lines or
polylines in your background drawing, they must be “exploded” before the insertion. DIOLKOS
organizes the background entities within the same layers. The program reads the background
data properly if the background drawing contains layer names without space characters. If a layer
name contains space characters, the program will replace all “ ” (space) characters with “_”
(underscore) characters.
In the Layers Dialog Box you can select the layers that are to be shown in the plan window.
Existing road pavement that must be taken into account when new cross-sections are calculated
should be imported in a separate layer. The existing pavement of a road is described with opened
or closed polylines (on horizontal plane) placed in the above special layer. During the calculation
of the new cross-sections, the program searches if there is existing pavement near to each new
cross section.
You can import the background at any moment during the design time. When you insert a new
background drawing, the old one is replaced.

Terrain model:
The soil surface is modelled with 3d lines or 3d faces.
The 3d lines can be of any type and they are valid if they have valid elevation at their start and
end points. At the initial stage of a road design project, where you don’t have precise survey data,
the terrain 3d lines can be taken from the contour lines of a digitized map.
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In the case of upgrading an existing road, it is very important to present the existing pavement
with its real geometry in the cross-sections drawing. For example, in the above figure an existing
pavement is shown. Usually, the survey drawing has points on the pavement edges and on the
road axis. If you make a TIN based on these points (left part of the figure), probably, you will take
an invalid shape for the existing pavement in cross sections drawing.
This occurs because extra points are placed between the pavement edges points and road axis
points. These points are the points of the intersection between the section plane and the 3d faces
of the terrain. In order to avoid this problem, you must insert the terrain with the form of 3d lines
as shown in the right part of the above figure.
Beyond the disadvantage described earlier, when you insert the terrain with the form of 3d faces,
you can see the soil surface shaded in the plan window. This gives you a visual method in order
to check if the terrain data, which was inserted previously, is correct.
Note. You cannot import together 3d lines and 3d faces in a terrain model. You must
carefully select the desirable form of the terrain model having in your mind the particular
requirements of the current design project. During the design time you can toggle from
one type of terrain model to another (from 3d faces to 3d lines and vice versa).
You can import the terrain model at any moment during the design time. When you insert a new
terrain model, the old one is replaced.

From survey points tab :
Creates the terrain model from inserted survey points (these points can be imported using the
command Insert->Survey points of the Plan window)
Use help lines as breaklines:
If this option is enabled the program creates the terrain model having the help lines (connecting
consecutively survey points) as breaklines
Max length of TIN edges:
This field defines the maximum allowable length for the edges of the terrain model.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range:0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Build 3D faces (TIN):
By pressing this button the program builds the terrain model.
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Image projection:
Project an image on the faces of the terrain model. The image is visible in the plan window as well as during
the virtual 3d animation. The image is projected on the 3d faces of the terrain model. Thus, you can see the
image projected in the plan window only when the terrain model is a set of 3d faces. The fields and
commands of this form are listed below:
Select image file (image):
Choose the file of the image.
[bmp, jpg, GIF]

Up left corner (image):
The X (Easting) and Y (Northing) coordinates of the upper left corner of the image.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Up right corner (image):
The X (Easting) and Y (northing) coordinates of the upper right corner of the image.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Image height:
The image height in meters
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Enabled:
This option enables or disables the image projection.

Note:
By inserting the appropriate origin (up left corner) and direction (up right corner) you are able to
rotate the image.
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From Autocad:
With this group of commands you can insert the terrain model and the background drawing directly from
AutoCAD (via ActiveX technology).
Background:
Imports the background drawing. Note that by using this command you can insert from AutoCAD
only lines and texts.
3D lines:
Defines the terrain model from 3d lines.
3D faces:
Defines the terrain model from 3d faces.

Note:
The insertion of the entities can be done as described below:
•
Τhe AutoCAD must be running on your desktop and the desirable DWG file should be
selected before you execute the command in DIOLKOS.
•
After the execution of the command in DIOLKOS, you must go to AutoCAD. When you go
to AutoCAD, the prompt in the command line is “select objects” and the mouse cursor is a small
square. Select the entities and then press the right mouse button or the Enter key to complete the
command.
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Design parameters:
This command shows the Design Parameters form. Before you start to design your project, extra attention
should be given, when you fill the parameters of this form. When the program starts, the design parameters
are filled with default values. These values can be changed at any stage of a study during the design time. If
you change the default values, then the design elements will be updated when you execute a related
calculation.

General tab:
Design speed [ V85]:
This value is used during the computation of the super-elevation rate diagram.
Ve speed:
The design speed of the active road.
Road classification:
In this field you can define the road category. The road category is taken into consideration when
the super-elevation rate diagram is computed.
From Ch. , To Ch.:
These values describe the chainage range in which the program will calculate the earthworks
quantities.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Start chainage:
In this field you can define the starting point of horizontal alignment.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Max allowed distance to projecting stations:
Stations are projected from a ROA file to the active alignment if the distance between a station at
ROA file and the active road axis is less than this value. This parameter is used when you execute
the command ROA Projection in the Stations Manager form.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Diagrams tab:
Super-elevation mode:
Describes the form of super-elevation rate diagram that is applied in the design. The type of superelevation rate diagram is selected in the diagrams window. If you want to determine your own
diagram, then this diagram is stored in the design and the above parameter is no longer used.
Widenings: Meeting vehicles, distance D:
In this drop down list you can choose the design vehicles in order to calculate the widenings on
horizontal alignment curves.
Widenings in highly fill side-slopes:
The program is able to import widenings automatically on highly fill side-slopes.
Height:
The height up from which widenings will be applied.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Widening:
The value of high fill side-slopes widening.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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Tangent super-elevation:
In this field you can define the grade of the pavement on tangents. The direction of a monoclinal
pavement depends on the sign of the value.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Pavement thickness:
Based on the pavement thickness and the road profile geometry, the program choose if the side
slope of a cross section forms either cuts or fills. If you set this value equal to “AUTO” the program
will calculate automatically the side-slopes configuration by making special computations. Note that
these computations need some extra time.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞ or “AUTO”, unit: m]
Driver dist. From axis:
Value used in the computation of sight diagram. The horizontal distance between the driver’s eye
and the road axis.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Obstacle dist. From axis:
Value used in the computation of sight diagram. The horizontal distance between the obstacle and
the road axis.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Driver eyes height:
Value used in the computation of sight diagram. The vertical distance between the driver’s eye and
the pavement surface.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Obstacle height:
Value used in the computation of sight diagram. The vertical distance between the obstacle and
pavement surface.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Field of view:
Value used in the computation of sight diagram. The viewing frustum is defined by the angle a.
Objects outside from the viewing frustum are invisible.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<90, unit: deg]

Terrain Tab:
Semi-width of terrain scanning zone:
Is the maximum distance from road axis beyond which the intersections between the cross
sections planes and terrain edges are ignored.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Terrain grid size:
This field shows the size of the terrain grid database
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Offset distance:
With command the program shows the road profile in some distance from road axis. The offset
distance must be less than the semi-width of the pavement lane.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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Hydraulics params.:
Searching zone for max terrain elev. left-right:
The maximum distance from the cross-section edge (on both sides) in which the program search
for the maximum altitude of the ground. The maximum altitude of the ground is used when
DIOLKOS produces the profile drawing of an hydraulic project.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Note:
In the case of hydraulic projects, you must insert value in this field in order to execute hydraulic
calculations.

Calculation:
Enable/disable hydraulic calculations.
Water supply Q1:
The first value of water supply used in hydraulic calculations.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m3/sec]
Water supply Q2:
The second value of water supply used in hydraulic calculations.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m3/sec]
Manning factor Ks:
The manning roughness factor.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m^(1/3)/s]

Water super-elevations in bends:
If you choose this option the program computes the pre-camber of the water in the curves of a
channel.
Note:
When the Calculation option is checked, DIOLKOS draws in the cross section window the areas
covered with water for the given supply values (Q1 and Q2). In many cases, the geometry of the
hydraulic cross-section can’t get the above water supply (Q1 or Q2). When this happens, the
program informs the user with a relative message.

In DIOLKOS, you can define your own heights of water flow (these heights can be calculated with
other method outside from the program) corresponding to the Q1 and Q2 supply values. In this
case, the program executes hydraulic calculations based on the above heights. The areas
covered with water on cross sections can be declared via ASCII files. These files must be placed
in the same directory with the ROA file. The hydraulic file should have the same name with the
ROA file and extension *.yd. For example if the hydraulic project has the name work.ROA then the
ascii file which contains the water supply heights must be named: work.yd.
The *.yd file includes three columns separated with space characters (note that the columns
cannot be separated with tab characters). In the first column, the names of stations are entered. In
the second column, the flow heights for Q1 are entered. In the third column, the flow heights for
Q2 are entered.
1
2
3

0,52 0,76
0,52 0,76
0,55 0,78
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P1 0,55 0,78
4 0,54 0,77
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
If you erase the *.yd file from the project directory, the program will recalculate the water heights
on cross sections.

Earthworks.:
Method of calculation
You can choose one of the two available methods for the earthworks calculation. The Average end
area method and the Fitted length method. The program presents the results according to the
selected method.
Bulking factors
In these fields you can define the bulking factors for each soil type (Earth, Semi-rock, Rock).
DIOLKOS uses these values when you import the soil classification (see bellow, Soil Classification
button). By pressing the Exchavation button in the Print results form the program shows the
earthworks quantities multiplied with the corresponding bulking factors.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Use Pappus theorem (Earthworks calculation)
The distance between two cross sections is taken on the road axis. But when you have two cross
sections on a curve then this distance does not correspond to the real distance between the two
center points of the cross sections. By enabling this option the program corrects the earthworks of
each station lies on curve according to the Pappus theorem.
Soil classification
When you press this command button an array describing the soil classification percentages along
the road axis is showed. The sum of the three percentages must be equal to 100%. The program
multiplies these percentages with the corresponding bulking factors to produce the final quantities.
From Ch., To Ch.:
In these fields you can define different percentages of soil type in several chainage
ranges.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Earth %:
In this field you can define the Earth percentage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Semi-rock %:
In this field you can define the Semi-rock percentage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Rock %:
In this field you can define the Rock percentage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]

Stations… command:
In this form, you can define the insertion pattern for the stations positioned along the road axis. The
fields and commands of this form are listed below:
From Ch., To Ch.:
In the fields From Ch., To Ch., you can define the chainage range in which stations will be inserted.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
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Start of numbering:
The number of the first station.
[Value type: integer number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: number]

Prefix in station name:
The prefix of station’s name.
[Value type: string]

Characteristic stations:
While inserting stations on road axis you can request from the program to import additionally
stations at certain (characteristic) chainages (e.g. start point of transition curve, start point of
circular arc, middle point of circular arc etc.). The insertion pattern is defined in the option group
named Characteristic stations.
Characteristic stations:
The program will insert stations at the start and end of a circular arc when the radius of this arc
is not equal to zero. When the radius is equal to zero the program inserts station only on the
polyline vertex (HIP).

Intersections with layer:
If the option Intersection with layer is activated, DIOLKOS will insert stations in the intersections
between the road axis and the lines of a specific background layer. When you choose this option,
the program shows a drop down list in which you can choose this special layer. The first half of
stations name is typed in the field named First character of station and the second half is taken
by the id number of intersection point. The program inserts stations in the intersection points: i)
when you import stations in the road axis massively (command Series in the Stations Manager) ii)
when you change the plan geometry, while the Insert stations automatically option is activated.
Chainage interval:
The maximum allowed distance between stations.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Min distance from characteristic station:
In this field, you can declare the minimum allowed distance between “normal” stations and
characteristic stations. This value prevents the program to insert “normal” station too close to
characteristic stations. Thus you can avoid confusion while producing the plan drawing.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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Parallel to bisector:
This option describes the orientation of cross section plane on a polyline vertex. Station is placed
on a polyline vertex if the polyline is formed without curves.
When you study a road or hydraulic project, the cross section plane on polyline vertices must be
parallel to the bisector of the polyline angle. During the construction stage of a road, points will be
determined on the road surface in order to measure the material quantities. These points lie on a
plane which is vertical to the polyline’s segments. So, the cross section plane on the polyline vertex
must be vertical to the previous polyline segment.

Insert stations automatically:
With this option you can enable or disable the automatic insertion of the stations in road axis. If the
above option is turned on, the program will reinsert stations in each modification of the plan
geometry. Attention is needed when you enable this option because every time you insert new
stations the program erases all the old stations.
Intersections with layer:
A good practice in order to keep stations at specific positions is to define an extra background
layer. This layer must include lines which intersect the road axis at the specific positions. For
example, such layer could include lines describing positions for culverts, underpasses, crossing
road axis etc.
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Temp. station elev. = ground elev.:
The program sets the elevation of each station equal with the altitude of the ground.
In this way the program is able to produce the 3d model of the road before the definition of the
vertical alignment.
Keep data for current stations:
This command forces the program to keep the data (e.g. X, Y coordinates) of each station
unchanged after a plan modification.

Sections… command:
In this dialog box you can declare the cross sections parameters for the current design project. The
fields and commands of this form are listed below:
Geometry tab:
Side-slopes adjustment:
Many times it is preferable to construct the side-slopes of low fills or shallow cuts with constant
width.
Min side slope width:
The minimum constant width for side-slopes.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Min height to enable:
The height under which the side slope width will be constant.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Fill slope adjustment:
The rule will be applied in fill side-slopes.
Cut slope adjustment:
The rule will be applied in cut side-slopes.
Extend to side slopes:
If the typical cross sections are formed with open polylines (see CROSS SECTIONS chapter) then
this option will extend the start and end points of these polylines up to the side slope boundary.
This operation is not always helpful and must be used carefully.
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Closed layers:
The program uses closed areas on typical cross sections definition. These closed areas are
referred as TCS Layers in this User’s Guide. The layers can be used in order to assign different
kind of materials on typical cross sections. If the above command is activated then the program
disables the Extent to side slopes option.
Existing pavement tab:
In this command group you can specify the existing pavement adapted on the cross-sections. The
edges of the existing pavement must be placed in a separate background layer. The program
automatically recognizes which cross-sections are influenced by the existing road and they should
be adapted.
Boundary zone Layer:
In this field, you can specify the background layer which describes special areas (e.g. existing
pavement) on the background drawing. The lines contained by this layer can be modified visually
by using the command Plan->Move boundary-zone vertex.

Scrape depth:
In this field, you can define the scrapping depth on the existing pavement.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Adjust layers >=:
The ids of the effected layers
[Value type: integer number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: number]

Pavement:
The topsoil and the layers of the new pavement are adapted to the existing pavement.
Only topsoil remove:
Only topsoil is adapted to the existing pavement.
Fill benching tab:
In these fields you can describe the geometry of the anchoring foundation structure, under fills,
which must be constructed on steep terrain areas. You can declare constant horizontal step or
constant vertical step for this structure. Constant vertical step is used when the new fill is fitted on
the fill of an existing road.

i

h
b
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Min side-slope grade to enable:
The anchoring will be constructed in cross-sections placed on soil slopes with grading between the
maximum and minimum grade values. In this field, you can import the value of grade up from which
this foundation structure will be applied.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Max side-slope grade to enable:
In this field , you can import the value of grade up from which this foundation structure will not be
applied.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Berm grade:
The lateral grade of berm.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Disable calculation:
Disable the fill benching calculation on all sections. You can enable/disable the fill benching
calculation, on each section separately by using the Obligatory section parameters (see CROSS
SECTION chapter).
Geometry warnings:
If you disable this option, the program will not perform checks on road geometry.
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Typical cross-section (TCS) library:
Using this form, you can define easily the typical cross sections for the active project. This library is slightly
integrated with the program and covers the majority of the design cases.
Select lateral geometry:
This is a drop down list in which you can choose the lateral geometry of the typical cross section
(TCS). While you select the desirable geometry, the program shows in the corresponding figures,
the lateral configuration on the fill and cut side slopes.
Lane width L:
Width of lane. See the relative figure in the left side.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Shoulder width S:
Width of shoulder. See the relative figure in the left side.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Layers:
In this drop down list group, you can declare the number and the type of the pavement layers.
Layer thickness (1-4):
The thickness of each layer
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Delete existing TCSs:
If this option is checked, DIOLKOS will delete the all the TCSs contained by the current project.
From ROA file:
By pressing the from ROA file command button, you can insert typical cross sections from another
ROA file. The program shows the Insert typical cross-sections (TCS) form in which the program
presents the names of the TCSs that is to be inserted in the current project. If the Delete exist.
TCSs option is checked, DIOLKOS will delete the all the TCSs contained by the current project.
The overall process is completed after pressing the Insert button in the Insert typical crosssections form.

Note:
You can organize typical cross sections (created in several design projects) within ROA files. In
this way you can build your own typical cross sections libraries.
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Dimensions:
Determines the cross sections geometry. This form includes seven columns.
From Ch. – To Ch.:
In the first two columns the effected chainage range is defined.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Width L:
The width of the lane.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Shoulder S:
The width of the shoulder.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Median m:
The width of the island (if exists).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Thickness:
The “topsoil removal” thickness
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Closure d:
The extra length beyond the end point of side-slope in which the topsoil will be removed also.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

By clicking the buttons labeled with ‘?’ character (at the top of the form), the program presents figures
describing the above variables.

Materials description:
Corresponds materials into closed regions* on the typical cross sections (See also in the CROSSSECTIONS chapter about the definition of the typical cross sections). These closed regions will be referred
to this User’s Guide with the term TCS layers (typical cross section layers).
TCS layer:
The TCS layer of the typical cross section that you want to define.
Note:
In the note dropdown list you can write a brief description about the material used in the selected
TCS layer.
Description:
In the Description field you can write an abbreviation for this material.
The abbreviation of the material is used in results table. The materials are referred with their description on
the quantities table. Before you open the quantities table, first you must execute the Command –> Calculate
all sections command of the cross-sections window.
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Soil replacement (global):
When you execute this command, DIOLKOS presents a table in which you can define the excavation
geometry of the soil replacement. You can define different excavation geometries for the soil replacement
along the road axis.

From Ch. :
Start of the chainage range in which the geometry of the current row will be applied.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

To Ch. :
End of the chainage region.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Depth h:
In this column you must define the depth of excavation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Grade left h/bl:
This column defines the slope of excavation on the left side. If you want to construct vertical slope
you can insert a great value in this field (e.g. 9999).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Grade right h/br:
This column defines the slope of excavation on the right side. If you want to construct vertical slope
you can insert a great value in this field (e.g. 9999).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Dist. left dl:
The left horizontal distance between the end of the earthworks crown polyline and the soil
replacement excavation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Dist. right dr:
The right horizontal distance between the end of the earthworks crown polyline and the soil
replacement excavation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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Drainage layer:
Defines the shape of the drainage layer (For the definition of the drainage layer vertices in typical cross
sections see in the CROSS-SECTIONS chapter. For the table of the drainage layer diagram see in the
DIAGRAMS chapter). With this command the program shows a table in which you can declare the distance
between the top vertex of drainage layer and the road axis.
From Ch. – To Ch.:
The chainage range in which the geometry of the current row will be applied.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Dx from left – Dx to left:
In the third and fourth column the distances between the top vertex of the drainage layer and the
road axis are imported. These values are for the left part of cross section.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Dx from right – Dx to right:
Respectively, in the fifth and sixth column, the distances for the right part are imported.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Fitting:
Finally, in the seventh column the transition length, in which the drainage layer will be adapted is
defined. The transition length is used when a project containσ typical cross sections with different
pavement widths.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

The following figure illustrates the form of the drainage layer on a circular arc of horizontal alignment. This
alignment belongs to highway that has cross-section with island (double face New Jersey) in the middle.
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Water supply:
On this table, you can insert various water supply values along the channel axis.
The table contains three columns:
Chainage:
In this column you can insert the chainage in which the corresponding water supply values are
applied.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Q1, Q2:
In the second and third column the corresponding water supply values are declared.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m3/sec]
DIOLKOS executes hydraulic calculations based on the amount of water contained in each cross section.
When you import rows in this form then the values of water supply given in Design parameters (Hydraulics
params tab) form are no longer used.

Capping layer (C.L.) - Regulating Course (R.L.):
In this dialog box you can define the thickness of the capping layer (foundation pavement layer) and the
thickness of the regulating course layer (regulating layer on rock cut slopes). This form includes four
columns:
From Ch. – To Ch.:
In the first two columns, you can define the chainage range that influences the corresponding
geometric values.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

C.L. thick:
The thickness of the capping layer (C.L.)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

R.C. thick:
The thickness of regulating course layer (R.C.).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Guardrails:
In this form you can define the region in which guardrails will be placed. In order to place guardrails along the
edges of the pavement, first you must define on which points of the typical cross-sections will be placed. See
also in CROSS SECTIONS chapter). This form involves four columns:
Left / From Ch. – To Ch.:
The first two columns describe the chainage range in which the program will place guardrails.
These fields are for the left part of the cross-section.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Right / From Ch. – To Ch.:
The third and fourth columns describe the corresponding chainage range for the right part of the
cross-section.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

The program shows guardrails in the selected region only if the current used TCSs include guardrails points
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Walls:
Defines the region in which walls will be placed. Furthermore, in this dialog box you can describe the
geometry of the inserted walls as well as the soil characteristics in foundation area. This form includes nine
columns.
From Ch. – To Ch.:
The first two columns describe the chainage range in which the program will place wall. The wall
has geometry according to the data of the current row.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Distance d:
In the third column you must insert the distance between wall and road axis.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
S max:
In fourth column you must define the maximum allowed stress on the foundation area.
[Value type: number, Values: 100 or 200 or 300 or 400 or 500, unit: ΚΝ/m2]

Slope angle g:
The angle of soil surface at the upper bound of the wall.
[Value type: number, Values: 0 or 30, unit: deg]

Cut grade i:
The grade of the wall’s side slopes.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Crown s:
The vertical height of the wall that is above the ground surface.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Type:
The eighth column is not currently used and must be equal to zero.
[Value type: number, Value range: value=0, unit: m]

TCS:
The name of TCS geometry in the wall side. If we type “AUTO” the program will apply the TCS
which corresponds to the inserted chainage region.
[Value type: string, Value range: one of TCSs name or “AUTO”]

The program computes the main construction quantities of the walls. DIOLKOS presents these quantities if
you press the Quantities button on the Results ->Tables form.
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Culverts: If you execute this command the program will show the culverts table. By using this table you can
insert or modify culverts along the road axis. These culverts are structures that pass the rain water under the
road pavement or draw down water flowing on a road side ditch. Every culvert can be placed only on existing
station. This form includes eight columns:
Station:
In this column you can select the station on which the culvert will be placed.
Culvert name:
In this column you can define the name of the culvert. The culvert will be shown with this name in
the results tables and in output drawings
[Value type: string]

Angle g:
The angle between the culvert and road axis.
[Value type: decimal number, Values: 0 <value<<90, unit: deg]

Height h:
The height of the culvert.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Width b:
The width of the culvert.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Thickness t:
The plate and walls thickness. Usually, all the support structure of the culvert has the same
thickness.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Walls angle f:
The angle between the road edges and the culverts walls.
[Value type: decimal number, Values: 0 <value<<90, unit: deg]

Type:
The type of culvert (circular or rectangular section).

When you press the “OK” button on the Culverts table, the program calculates the geometry of all culverts
included the current road and produces the drawings in the plan, profile and cross sections windows. The
calculation takes into consideration the terrain morphology at each station.
The program computes the main construction quantities of the culverts. DIOLKOS presents these quantities
if you press on the Quantities button of the Results ->Tables form.
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Soil classification:
When you press this command button an array describing the soil classification percentages along the road
axis is showed. The sum of the three percentages must be equal to 100%. The program multiplies these
percentages with the corresponding bulking factors to produce the final quantities.
From Ch., To Ch.:
In these fields you can define different percentages of soil type in several chainage ranges.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Earth %:
In this field you can define the Earth percentage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Semi-rock %:
In this field you can define the Semi-rock percentage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]
Rock %:
In this field you can define the Rock percentage.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞]

Survey points:
With this command you can import survey points from text files. These points can be used to create the
terrain model or to construct directly the cross sections. The program can read these points from text files.
Each line in the text file includes the X, Y, Z coordinates along with an identifier and a description for the
corresponding point. DIOLKOS have flexible reading interface that allow you to import files exported from
several survey software or equipment. The point array has the following five columns.
ID.:
This column includes the identifier of each point.
[Value type: Integer]

Easting (X):
This column includes the X coordinate of each point.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Northing (Y):
This column includes the Y coordinate of each point.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Elevation (Z):
This column includes the Z coordinate of each point.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Description:
This column includes an optional description for each point or the “B” (Begin), “E” (End) connection
codes.
[Value type: String]

These codes determine where a sequence of points (polyline) starts (code B) and where this
sequence of points ends (code E). If you want to include a description to this sequence of points
then this must be separated from code with the character “-“ (e.g. Description = “AXIS-B”).
Import survey data file:
When you press this button the program shows a dialog box in which you can choose a file. After
the file selection the program presents another dialog box in which you can define the format of the
survey data points. Depending on the selected options the corresponding array columns are
updated accordingly. By clicking on the column header, you can change the data type of the
current column.
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File has a header:
If you choose this option the program ignores the first line of the file. Usually the first line
includes general information about the file data.
Field seperator:
In this drop down list you can select the field separator character.
Create connection help lines:
If you check this option the program will create help lines between the survey points. When you
create the help lines the program is able to project these lines to cross-sections as CS Help points.
In this way you can draft the desirable cross section form even if some of the survey points are in
different than the cross sections planes.
When you enable this option, the program shows three additional options for the automatic creation
of help lines.
By numbering and description:
The program connects points with the same description according to the IDs. Together with the
help lines creation, the program creates background layers having the same name with the
description of the corresponding survey points.
By description and connection code:
The program connects points with the same description according to the connection codes. The
connection code can be accompanied with a description. This description must be separated from
the connection code with the “-“ character as mentioned earlier. Together with the help lines
creation, the program creates background layers having the same name with the description of the
corresponding survey points.
By connection code:
The program connects points according to the connection codes. The points do not have
descriptions. Together with the help lines creation, the program creates one background layer
named “0”.
Beyond the above options, you can create connection help lines manually by connecting survey
points.
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PLAN - PLAN MENU
The plan Pull down menu includes the following commands:
Insert polyline:
With this command group you can insert the polyline vertices (HPIs) of the horizontal alignment.
On screen:
With this command you can insert the Polyline of a road in the plan window visually by using the
mouse. The command is terminated by pressing the Esc key.
From AutoCAD:
Polyline insertion directly from AutoCAD. Note that you can insert only 2D polyline from AutoCAD.
If you attempt to insert other kind of entities (e.g. lines, 3d polylines) using this command, an error
message will be shown.
In both cases the program will update automatically the Horizontal Alignment.
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Horizontal Alignment Table:
This command shows the horizontal alignment table. Via this table you can insert or edit the horizontal
alignment geometry of the current design project. This table includes seven columns.
Vertex:
In the first column, the identifier of the current vertex is defined (this value range from 0 for the first
vertex to KT for the last).
[Value type: string]

Easting (Χ):
The X coordinate of each vertex.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Northing (Υ):
The Y coordinate of each vertex.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

R:
The radius of the circular fitting curve corresponding to the current vertex.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Clothoid entry:
The geometric parameter of the entrance clothoid transition curve. You can define this value using:
•
The parameter of clothoid (Α) or
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
•

The length of clothoid (L)

or

[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

•

The corresponding deflection of clothoid (DR)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Clothoid exit:
The geometric parameter of the entrance clothoid transition curve . You can define this value using:
•
The parameter of clothoid (Α) or
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
•

The length of clothoid (L)

or

[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

•

The corresponding deflection of clothoid (DR)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Clothoid def:
The type of clothoid value.

The last four columns of the array must be filled with values except for the first and last vertices. The
parameters of the entry and exit transition curves can be both zero or not equal to zero. You cannot insert
value equal to zero in the one transition curve parameter and value not equal to zero to the other. If you
attempt to do this you will receive an error message.
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Numbering:
With this button the program assigns new id numbers for each polyline vertex.
From help-points:
Polyline creation from horizontal alignment help points.
Auto-update:
When you click the Exit button, the program database is updated and the plan geometry is
recalculated. If you modify the horizontal alignment, you must reinsert the stations because they
contain invalid data. After the reinsertion you must execute the Edit->Read terrain… command in
order to update the terrain data of the new stations.
However, if you check the "Auto-update" option these updates will be executed automatically.
This check box is placed on the bottom right side of the table. When the above option is checked,
then in every modification of the alignment geometry the program recalculates the stations data,
reads the terrain and computes the new geometry for the pavement and side slopes. The stations
will remain to the initial chainages after the alignment modification.
This is not always accepted because while the alignment geometry is changing the characteristic
stations will be also shifted (stations placed at the start and end point of transition curves etc.). In
order to place the characteristic stations to the desirable chainages, you must delete and reinsert
all the stations after finishing the design of horizontal alignment.
Alternative, DIOLKOS is able to delete and reinsert automatically all the stations, positioning the
characteristic stations always at the desirable position. This operation will also delete stations
which are placed at specific positions (underpasses, culverts etc.). If you have such stations in your
project you must disable this option.
The automatic insertion of the stations is activated by checking the option Insert stations
automatically in design parameters form. This dialog box is presented by executing the Insert>Design parameters command.
Update profile:
If you check the Update profile option, then the chainages of the polyline vertices (VPIs) of the
vertical alignment will be updated accordingly. The program will try to keep the vertices (VPIs) in
their initial position despite the modifications in horizontal alignment geometry. The result of this
operation is not always accepted and you must check if the created vertical alignment geometry is
properly formed.
Update super-elevations:
If you check the Update Super-elevations option then the program recalculates the super-elevation
rate diagram in each modification of the plan geometry.

If the program locates an error in the geometry of the horizontal alignment then it informs you that something
goes wrong.

By double clicking on the polyline vertices, DIOLKOS presents dialog box in which you can define directly
the radius of the circular arc and the clothoid parameters of the selected vertex. By click on “>>” button the
program shows more details about the vertex.
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Insert vertex:
With this command you can import visually a vertex in the horizontal alignment polyline (in plan window).
After the insertion, the program asks for the corresponding radius of the central circular arc.

Delete vertex:
With this command you can delete visually a polyline vertex in plan window. Before the deletion, the program
shows a confirm message box.

Move vertex:
With this command you can move a vertex into a new position. DIOLKOS is able to move the vertex to the
desirable position by using the mouse. The vertex can be placed everywhere on the plan window or in the
direction of a polyline segment. After moving the vertex on the new position, a confirm message box is
shown. If you choose the Yes option, the program presents a second message box asking you whether you
want to put the vertex on the polyline or not.

Move edge:
Shifts a tangent of the horizontal alignment parallel to its initial direction. The program keep the tangents
before and after the modified tangent untouched.
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Help points:
This command presents the Help points form. The help points are drawn in the plan window. You can use
these points as reference points while you study the geometry of horizontal alignment. Obligatory passing
points or obstacles can be portrayed in the plan window as help points.

Point name:
The name of help point.
[Value type: string]

Easting (Χ):
The X coordinate of each point.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Northing (Υ):
The Y coordinate of each point.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

From cross-sections. In the cross-sections window, you are able to move the active cross section
in left or right direction by pressing the keyboard keys “N” or “M“ respectively. During the shifting,
the program calculates and draws in real time the active section in cross-sections window. With this
operation, you can place temporarily each cross-section to the desirable position.
If you press the "From sections" command button, then for each cross-section that was modified
manually using the keyboard, a help point is imported. This point has the same name with the
corresponding cross-section. The coordinates of the help point is taken from the current crosssection origin point. Thus, you can determine the horizontal alignment geometry according to the
previous defined help points.
Add stations at points projection on axis. By executing this command, the program inserts
stations at the projections of horizontal alignment help points on road axis. By pressing the Hor.
Points button in the Print results form, the program shows an array including (for each point) the
name, the coordinates X, Y as well as the elevation resulting from the final road-terrain 3d model.
Delete all. This command deletes all the points contained in the above table.
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Compute sight envelope curve:
This command computes the sight envelope curves and presents them in the plan window. The parameters
used in the calculation are specified in the 'Diagrams' tab of the 'Design parameters' form. The sight
envelope curves are visible in the plan window when the corresponding checkbox in layers form is checked.

Move boundary-zone vertex:
With this command you can move visually the vertices of the boundary-zone. The boundary-zone is a
polyline shaped by connected 2d lines. You must specify a separate layer for this polyline. The name of this
layer is defined in the drop down list named Boundary zone layer on the Existing pavement tab of the
Design parameters->Sections form. The above form is presented when you press on the Sections…
command button of the Design parameters form.
The points, resulting from the intersection of the cross section plane with the 2D lines contained in the above
layer, are marked in each cross section with vertical grey lines.
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Swept-paths:
This command opens the swept-paths computation form. With this tool you can study maneuvers for trucks
with or without trailer.
Select vehicle:
In this drop down list you can select the design vehicle. The form contains a picture box where the
dimensions of the selected vehicle are figured. While you select the vehicle, the eight fields at the
right part of the form are updated accordingly. At the same time, the fields named “Width of Tug.
Veh.” and “Width of trailer” are updated too.
Offset from axis:
The distance between the vehicle axis and road axis (by default the program places the vehicle at
the middle of the lane).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
From Ch. – To Ch.:
The chainage range of calculation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Width of tag vehicle:
Width of tag vehicle.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Width of trailer:
The width of trailer (if the vehicle has trailer).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Interval:
The calculation step of the algorithm.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

d1 – d8:
The dimensions of the default vehicles are taken from the RAS-K-1 guidelines (German guidelines
about intersections). You can modify the default dimensions in order to adjust the design vehicle on
your particular needs.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Draw:
This command draws the swept-paths curves to a DXF file or directly to AutoCAD. You can define
the drawings output target in Drawing parameters form.
Calculate:
The algorithm is executed. After the calculation, the program draws with green lines, the envelop
curve of the area the vehicle needs while moving along the turning path. The red lines indicate the
area wheels need in order to complete the manoeuvre. The program draws these lines temporarily
on the plan window. When you execute the Regen or Zoom Extents command the program erase
the above lines.
Animation:
Τhe program shows the silhouette of the vehicle while it is moving along the turning path.
Note:
After the calculation, the envelop curves are placed to the plan drawing together with the rest
entities of the plan.
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PLAN - EDIT MENU
The Edit pull down menu includes the following commands:
Stations manager: In this table you can import, erase or modify the stations of the current project.
Station name:
The name of each station.
[Value type: string]

Chainage:
The chainage of each station.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Options:
In this form, you can define the insertion pattern for the stations that you want to place in the
alignment. (See design parameters).
Terrain intersections. The program imports stations massively in the positions where the axis
intersects the terrain lines. The first half of stations name ([Value type: string]) is typed in the presented
input box and the second half is taken by the id number of intersection point.

By default, DIOLKOS inserts stations in the beginning and in the end of road axis (stations 0 and
KT respectively).

ROA projection:
With this command you can project stations from other road file to the current road axis. The
projection of a station is executed when the distance from the current road axis is less than the
distance defined in field Max allowed distance to projecting stations on Design parameters
form.
When you execute this command, the program presents a dialog box containing the following
commands:
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Parallel roads:
*.ROA file selection. The stations of this file will be projected on the current road axis.
Stations:
Select the stations that you want to project.
Select all:
If you choose this option, all the stations contained in stations listbox are selected.
Insert station on the start point of axis:
The program places station (named ‘A’) in the start chainage.
Insert station on the end point of axis:
The program places station (named ‘T’) in the end chainage.

Note:
The stations maintain the names they had in the selected ROA file.

Series:
With this command you can import a series of stations in horizontal alignment. The chainage
interval for the inserted stations is declared in the field Chainage interval in stations parameters
form. At regions near to characteristic stations, the distance between stations is possible to be less
than the chainage interval. This can occur because the program reorders the stations in order to
achieve a minimum distance between them. This minimum distance prevents the program to insert
“normal” station too close to characteristic stations. Thus you can avoid confusions while producing
the plan drawing. You can define this minimal distance in the Min distance from characteristic
station field of the stations parameters form. The station will be inserted in the chainage range
defined in the stations parameters form.
Construction:
When DIOLKOS is used to measure construction quantities, the polyline of horizontal alignment is
the surveyor’s walking path. Vertically to the segments of this path, the surveyor will measure
points positions describing the layers that compose the pavement.
If you execute this command the program will insert stations only in the polyline vertices. In this
case, the radius of central circular arc and the parameters of transition curves must have values
equal to zero. The cross sections planes corresponding to the inserted stations will be vertical to
the current polyline segment.
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Delete all:
This command erases all the stations contained in the current road project. Before the deletion the
program shows a confirm message

Shifting:
Move the stations contained in a specific chainage range at a specified distance. First, the program
shows an input box asking you to define the displacement distance. Then, the program shows two
message boxes in order to specify the corresponding chainage range [Value type: decimal number, Value
range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m].
.
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You can execute this command only if the table contains stations. If the table is empty you will
receive an error message.
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Insert station visually:
With this command, you can insert a station, in horizontal alignment, visually, using the mouse. If you specify
a chainage in the plan window, the program presents an input box in which you must type the name of the
corresponding station [Value type: string]..
After that, the program calculates automatically the coordinates and the chainage for this station.

Delete station visually:
With this command you can delete a station visually using the mouse. The closest station to the mouse
pointer is erased. Before the deletion, the program shows a confirm message.
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Parallel roads: This command presents the dialog box that manages parallel roads (multiple road projects).
In this form, you can declare if a road belongs to a parallel road project. Additionally, in this dialog box, you
can define which of the cross sections will be computed as compound cross sections as well as which roads
will included in this computation.
Parallel roads - stations:
In the “Stations “ list, the program shows all the stations of the current road. When you select a
station in this list, the program shows in the “Parallel roads” list the roads that have this station.
If the check box, left to the road name is checked then the cross section of the checked road will be
compounded with the corresponding cross section of the current road. You can choose any
combination for the stations and roads in order to form compound cross sections.
Select all:
With this command all the roads contained in the “Parallel roads “ listbox are selected.
Parallel design:
If this option is active, the program considers the current road as part of a multiple roads project.

In the drop down list found at the upper part of the plan window (right to the save button) you can select the
active road from a set of roads in a multiple roads project.
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Terrain grid side:
In order to read terrain quickly, the program organizes the terrain in a grid. The side of grid depends on the
size of terrain edges. The read spead of the terrain data is usually reversely proportional to the length of the
grid’s side. By default, the size of the grid is 500m. This value covers the requirements for the majority of
design projects. Theoretically, the minimal required grid side is equal to the sum of the scanning zone on
terrain plus the maximum edge of terrain edges (grid side > scanning terrain zone + max terrain edge). You
can watch the impact of this parameter on the terrain calculations by inserting several values in this field.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Divide terrain 3d lines:
This command specifies the maximum allowable length for terrain edges. When the program operates on
terrain model, ignores the edges having length greater than the maximum allowable length (this command is
used when the terrain model is created from 3d lines).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Del double terrain 3d lines:
If you execute this command, the program will delete the duplicate edges from terrain model (this command
is used when the terrain model is created from 3d lines).

Read terrain-profile:
This command updates the ground polyline on cross sections and computes the ground profile ιn profile
window. The ground polyline in each cross section is the product of the intersection between the cross
section plane and terrain edges. Intersections founded outside from the scanning zone on terrain, are
ignored. You can define the width of the scanning zone by setting properly the field "Scanning zone on
terrain" in Design parameters form.
The Read terrain is one of the most significant commands of the program. Each time the stations are
modified, you must execute this command in order to update the terrain data in cross sections and profile
windows. If you check the Auto-update option on the horizontal alignment table, the stations will be updated
automatically.

Diagrams:
This command shows the diagrams window.

Cross sections:
This command shows the cross sections window.
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PLAN - RESULTS MENU
The pull down menu Results contains the drawing production commands.
Geometry check:
When you execute this command the program presents the ‘Geometry Check’ form. This form has the
following two tabs:
Errors:
In this tab, the program shows geometry error messages (e.g. complication between curves,
inappropriate clothoid curves, intersections between segments, etc.).
These errors must be fixed before you continue in the design process.
Warnings:
In this tab, the program shows warnings during the design time.(for example: 'Terrain
data has not been inserted' etc.).
If you have warnings in your project you can continue in the design process. These warnings are
some kind of notes about the design project.
Check:
If you press this button, the program scan the design elements (horizontal alignment, vertical
alignment, cross-sections, diagrams) and presents all the error or warning messages.
Note:
During the design process, DIOLKOS constantly checks the road geometry. Checks are
performed in the horizontal and vertical alignment as well as in the super-elevation rate diagram.
The program checks the geometry of all cross-sections when you execute the Command>Calculate all sections command in the sections window.
When the road geometry does not have any error, a green “OK” in the last field of the status bar is
appeared. If the road geometry has one or more errors, a red “ER” in the same field is appeared.
When the design contains warnings, the program displays an orange colored 'W' in the last field of
the status bar. The user can show the Geometry Check window by double clicking on the above
field.
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Tables:
The “Print results” form contains: i) the bill of quantities ii) the properties for all design elements (horizontal
alignment, vertical alignment, cross-sections, diagrams). This form contains the following command buttons:
Plan:
Horizontal alignment geometry
Profile:
Vertical alignment geometry
Earthworks:
Earthworks quantities
Stations:
Geometric parameters of stations
C.L (Capping Layer) / R.C.( Regulating Course):
C.L – R.C quantities
Hydraul. Calc.:
The hydraulic properties of each cross-section (this command is available only if the hydraulic
calculations have been executed). If the hydraulic calculations have not been executed then when
you attempt to show the table of hydraulic properties, the program will show a relative warning
message.
Sections lines:
Table of cross-sections lines (the polyline vertices of each cross-section)
Quantities:
Bill of quantities (including walls and culverts).
Materials:
This table shows the material quantities of all sections.
Areas:
Details about the deck area. This array includes also the length (along the road axis) of cut-slopes
ditches.
OMOE check:
If you press this button, DIOLKOS checks (based on the OMOE-X guidelines) the road geometry
(Horizontal alignment – Vertical alignment – Cross-sections). The program prints report for the
areas where the values differ from the values proposed by OMOE guidelines.
Hor. Points. By pressing this command button, the program shows an array including (for each
point) the name, the coordinates X, Y as well as the elevation resulting from the final road-terrain
3d model.
Export to RTF – CSV file:
Results extraction (text and arrays) in files with RTF format (for reading with MS Word) and in CSV
format (for reading with MS Excel).
The contents of these tables can be transferred to WORD or to EXCEL by using the clipboard (Copy – Paste
operation). Alternative, you can print them by clicking on the Printing command button.
In earthworks volumes table and in layers quantities table, only the cross-sections founded in the effective
chainage range are listed. You can define the effective chainage range in the Effective range fields of the
Design parameters form.
Before you go to the result tables you must execute the “Calculate All Sections…” command. This command
is placed in the menu command in the cross sections window (Command -> Calculate all sections).
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Drawings:
All the drawings (plan, profile, cross-sections, diagrams, terrain edges of initial terrain and terrain edges of
the road 3d model in conjunction with surrounding terrain) can be exported directly in AutoCAD or in a DXF
file.
You can select the output target for drawings (AutoCAD or DXF file) in the Drawings output drop down list
in the Drawing parameters form. In this drop down list you can select the output target for the produced
design drawings. You can extract the design drawings directly to AutoCAD (by using ActiveX automation
technology) or you can save them into DXF files. If you extract the drawings as DXF files then you can open
them by using any DXF compatible program.
The DXF file can be used in any CAD program that supports the DXF file format (currently the primary and
secondary terrain of the design project cannot be exported as DXF file).
The AutoCAD must be opened on your desktop if you want to use it as drawing output target. If the study
includes a great number of stations, then the drawing production will need some time to be completed.
During the drawing production you can’t execute AutoCAD commands. You must wait until the appearance
of the Drawing completed message. If you execute a command in AutoCAD, then the drawing production will
be stopped and the program will present the drawing uncompleted. When the drawing production is
completed, DIOLKOS shows a relative message.

If you select as output target a DXF file, the program stores the drawings initially in the memory and then it
presents dialog box in which you can give a path and a name to save the DXF file.
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Plan:
Produces the plan drawing. The program extracts the drawing to the selected output target (AutoCAD or
DXF). The plan drawing includes the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road axis
Road boundary lines
Stations
Chainage
Curve properties
Culverts
HIPs tables
The side slopes

The program draws the side slopes properly if the Calculate all sections command (in the sections window)
has been executed.
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Profile:
Produces the profile drawing. The program extracts the drawing to the selected output target (AutoCAD or
DXF). The profile drawing includes the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road profile
VPIs
Culverts
The distance between the road profile and the ground.
Left ditch bed point
Right ditch bed point
Median ditch bed point
Maximum ground elevations on the left side (Hydraulic project)
Maximum ground elevations on the right side (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q1) (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q2) (Hydraulic project)

In “Drawing details” listbox of “Drawing preferences” form (tab “profile”), you can choose the elements
of the profile drawing.
In the legend of profile drawing, you can include the following data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road elevations
Ground elevations
Stations names
Distance between stations
Distance from start chainage
Chainage
Stations chainage
Maximum ground elevations on the left side (Hydraulic project)
Maximum ground elevations on the right side (Hydraulic project)
The flow height when the water supply is equal to Q1 (Hydraulic project)
The flow height when the water supply is equal to Q2 (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q1) (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q2) (Hydraulic project)
Super-elevations grades on the left side.
Super-elevations grades on the right side.
Elevation of the left road edge
Elevation of the right road edge
Super-elevations on the left side
Super-elevations on the right side
Road profile grades
Curves diagram
Left ditch bed point
Right ditch bed point
Median ditch bed point

In “Legend” listbox of “profile” tab in “Drawing preferences” form, you can choose the rows of the profile
legend.

Super-elevations rate diagram – Widenings diagram:
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Produces the super-elevations rate diagram drawing. The program extracts the drawing to the selected
output target (AutoCAD or DXF). The drawing includes the axis, the polylines of the left and right edges and
the corresponding super-elevations values. In the drawing legend you can include the following rows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road profile elevations
Ground elevations
Stations names
Distance between stations
Distance from start of chainage
Chainage
Stations chainage
Maximum ground elevations on the left side (Hydraulic project)
Maximum ground elevations on the right side (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q1) (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q2) (Hydraulic project)
Super-elevations grades left
Super-elevations grades right
Elevation of left road edge
Elevation of right road edge
Super-elevations on the left side
Super-elevations on the right side
Grades of the polyline’s segments
Curves diagram
Left ditch bed point
Right ditch bed point
Median ditch bed point

In “Legend” listbox of “Super-elevations/Widenings” tab in “Drawing preferences” form, you can
choose the rows of the legend.
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Drainage layer diagram:
Produces the drainage layer diagram drawing. The program extracts the drawing to the selected output
target (AutoCAD or DXF). The drawing includes the axis, the polylines of the left and right edges and the
corresponding elevation values. In the legend of drainage layer drawing you can include the following rows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drainage left
Drainage right
Road elevations
Ground elevations
Stations names
Distance between stations
Distance fro start of chainage
Chainage
Stations chainage
Maximum ground elevations left (Hydraulic project)
Maximum ground elevations right (Hydraulic project)
Water supply elevation (Q1) (Hydraulic project)
Water supply elevation (Q2) (Hydraulic project)
Super-elevations grades left
Super-elevations grades right
Elevation of left road edge
Elevation of right road edge
Super-elevations left
Super-elevations right
Pline grades
Curves diagram
Left ditch bed point
Right ditch bed point
Median ditch bed point

In “Legend” listbox of “Drainage layer” tab in “Drawing preferences” form, you can choose the rows of
the legend.
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Sections:
Produces the sections drawing. The program extracts the drawing to the selected output target (AutoCAD or
DXF). This drawing includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Axis line
Start-end of section
Side -slopes
Super-elevations
Pavement dimensions
Ground polyline
Earthworks polyline
Pavement surface polyline
Pavement layers
Soil replacement polyline
Topsoil remove polyline
Topsoil lagging polyline
Benching polylines
C.L. – R.C. polylines
Water supply (Q1) (Hydraulic project)
Water supply (Q2) (Hydraulic project)
Walls
Culverts

In “Drawing details” listbox of “Drawing preferences” form (tab “Sections”), you can choose the
elements of the sections drawing.
In the legend of each section drawing you can include the following rows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ground polyline coordinates
Earthworks polyline coordinates
Pavement surface polyline coordinates
Soil replacement polyline coordinates
Topsoil remove polyline coordinates
C.L. – R.C. polylines coordinates

In “Legend” listbox of “Sections” tab in “Drawing preferences” form, you can choose which rows of the
legend will be drawn.
At the left side of each cross-section the following details are entered (side legend):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Station name
Station chainage
Fill area
Cut area
Topsoil remove area
Topsoil lagging area
Pavement area
Soil replacement area
Super-elevations left and right
The height of flow when the water supply is equal to Q1 (Hydraulic project)
The height of flow when the water supply is equal to Q2 (Hydraulic project)

In “Side legend” listbox of “Sections” tab in “Drawing preferences” form, you can choose the details of
the side legend.
Before you execute the drawing commands you must execute the “Calculate All Sections…” command. This
command is placed in the menu command in the cross sections window (Command -> Calculate all
sections).
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V85 diagram:
Produces the diagram of V85 speed. Before the drawing production command, you must execute the
corresponding calculation command (Build V85 speed diagram) in diagrams window.

Visibility diagram:
Produces the visibility diagram. Before the drawing production, you must execute the corresponding
calculation command (Compute visibility diagram) in diagrams window. The legend of the drawing
includes the following rows:
• Visibility left
• Visibility right
• Distance from start
• Chainage
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Terrain edges:
The program draws the terrain edges. The terrain edges are drawn as 3d Lines in the current AutoCAD
layer.

Road – terrain 3D model:
The program draws the 3d faces of the road model. The program organizes the road faces in different layers
depending on their type. Each layer is colored separately while its name begins with the prefix “dio”. In
AutoCAD, the triangles are drawn as 3D faces.

Envelop curve (Hydraulic projects):
The program produces the drawing of the envelop curve contained in Boundary zone layer. The Boundary
zone layer is defined in the Existing pavement tab of the Sections parameters form. The Section
parameters form is shown by clicking the Sections button at the Design parameters form.
At the right side of each vertex, the X and Y coordinates are placed. All the vertices are numbered and the
corresponding coordinates are presented in the curve’s table.
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Drawing parameters:
In this form you can specify the drawing parameters for each design element..
Drawings output:
In this drop down list you can select the output target for the produced design drawings. You can
extract the design drawings directly to AutoCAD (by using ActiveX automation technology) or you
can save them into DXF files. If you extract the drawings as DXF files then you can open and edit
them by using any DXF compatible program. Note that, currently, the primary and secondary
terrain model of the design project cannot be exported as DXF file.
Plan Tab:
Scale factor:
In this field you can define the scaling factor for the plan drawing (the default value for this
parameter is 1:500)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Draw chainage:
Draw the chainage along the road axis.
Draw curve details:
Draw the properties of the fitting curves (arcs, clothoid).
Draw vertex details:
Draw the HIPs tables.
Draw stations:
Draw stations along the road axis.
Draw sight envelope curves:
Draw the sight envelope curves. Before the drawing production, you must execute the
corresponding calculation command (Compute sight envelope curves) in plan window
Stations direction:
The stations direction relative to road axis.
Chainage:
The chainage along the road axis.

Profile Tab:
Scale factor:
In this field you can define the scaling factor for the profile drawing (the default value for this
parameter is 1:500)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Vertical discontinuity:
By checking this option, you can create vertical discontinuities to the road profile in order to fit the
drawing in a specific paper height. If you choose this option you must also define the paper height
in millimetres.
Paper height:
The paper height in millimetres.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: mm]
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Super-elevations/Widenings Tab:
Scale factor:
In this field you can define the scaling factor for the drawing (the default value for this parameter is
1:2000)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Drainage Tab:
Scale factor:
In this field you can define the scaling factor for the drawing (the default value for this parameter is
1:1000)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Sections Tab:
Draw sections From - To Chainage.
The chainage range in which cross-sections will be drawn
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Scale factor:
Define the scaling factor for the drawing (the default value for this parameter is 1:100)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Distance between sections:
The distance between sections in the drawing.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Terrain polyline left/right from section edges:
The length of the ground polyline left and right from the cross section edges.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Paper height:
The paper height in millimetres.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: mm]

Before you execute the drawing commands you must execute the “Calculate All Sections…” command. This
command is placed in the menu command in the cross sections window (Command -> Calculate all
sections).

More button:
When you press the ‘More’ button, the program shows the Drawing preferences form. By using this form
you can full parameterize the produced profile, diagrams and sections drawings. The above form contains
the following six tabs:
Profile Tab:
Drawing details:
Specifies the elements of the design included in the profile drawing.
Legend:
Specifies the legend rows included in the profile drawing. By using the “Add” and “Remove”
buttons you can add or remove rows from the legend. In this way you can check the drawing order
of rows.
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Vertical scale:
In this field you can insert the scale factor for the Y coordinates of the profile drawing. The default
value of this parameter is 10.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=<value<<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Super-elevations/Wideninngs-Drainage Tab:
Legend:
Specifies the legend rows included in the drawing of super-elevation rate, widenings and drainage
layer diagram. By using the “Add” and “Remove” buttons you can add or remove rows from the
legend. In this way you can check the drawing order of rows.
Sections Tab:
Drawing details:
Specifies the elements of the design included in the sections drawing.
Side – legend:
The elements will be shown in the side legend of each section. By using the “Add” and “Remove”
buttons you can add or remove rows from the legend. In this way you can check the drawing order
of rows.
Legend:
Specifies the legend rows included in each section of the sections drawing. By using the “Add”
and “Remove” buttons you can add or remove rows from the legend. In this way you can check
the drawing order of rows.
Vertical scale:
In this field you can insert the scale factor for the Y coordinates of the sections drawing. The default
value of this parameter is 1.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=<value<<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Legend text Tab:
In this tab you can define the title of each row of the legend for all drawings.
Layers Tab:
In this tab you can modify the layers names and the corresponding layers colors. The colors follow
the index color model of AutoCAD. [Value type: integer number, Value range: a<value<255, unit: dimensionless]
.
Save as default:
Set the current configuration of the form as default configuration.
Load default:
This command loads the initial configuration of DIOLKOS. The initial configuration is based on the
Greek public guidelines for the road drawings format.
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PLAN - TOOLS MENU
The pull down menu Tools contains five commands:

Distance:
This command calculates the distance between two points you import in the plan window, using the mouse.
In the same dialog box, the projections of the inserted vector, on axis X and on axis Y (DX, DY values) are
shown also.

Terrain crossing line:
When you execute this command, the program prompts to select a station, by using the mouse. If you
choose the station, then DIOLKOS presents the terrain crossing line, in the plan window. This line shows the
elevation of the intersection points between the section plane and terrain model. The terrain crossing line is a
useful tool in order to check the morphology of the terrain model on a section plane.

View section:
When you execute this command, the program prompts to select a station, by using the mouse. If you
choose the station, DIOLKOS presents the corresponding cross-section, in the cross-sections window. To
enable this command, first you must open the cross-sections window.
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Hydraulic design configuration:
When the program starts, the project’s parameters are configured suitably for road projects. In order to study
hydraulic projects you must set properly some additional design parameters of the program.
You can prepare the program in order to study hydraulic projects, manually. However, this command group,
informs massively all the essential parameters, preparing DIOLKOS to design hydraulic projects.
Manning roughness factor:
The manning roughness factor
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m^(1/3)/s]

Max terrain elevation left – right (m):
Many times it is desirable to show, in profile window, the profile of the maximum terrain elevation
which is founded on both sides of channel axis. This is useful in order to check if the cross sections
are able to contain the water supply without overflowing. The searching of the maximum elevation
starts from the cross-sections limit points (searching area of the maximum terrain elevation, left –
right).
Note:
When you study hydraulic projects you must insert a positive value in this field in order to produce
the hydraulic profile drawing.
Natural watercourse:
If you select this option, the program creates a virtual hydraulic typical cross-section, in the active
project. By this way, the ground polyline on cross sections defines the natural watercourse of a
stream. Thus, with this technique you can study the watercourse and the natural cross sections of
a stream or river.
Bed width d:
The bed width of trapezoid open channel.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Grade:
The side-slope grade of trapezoid open channel.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Forest road configuration:
When you execute this command the program is prepared to design a forest road. This command can be
executed any time during the design time.

Construction project configuration:
In this form you can prepare the program to calculate quantities survey. You can use the functionality of this
form in order to define a new construction project or to modify a design project according to the survey
data in order to produce the drawings and the quantities of the project “as build”.
From survey points Tab:
Create horizontal alignment from survey points:
If you enable this option the program inserts the horizontal alignment poly-line having as HPIs the
survey points with the description included in the Construction points description to create
alignment field.
Insert stations on alignment vertices:
If you execute this command the program inserts stations on HPIs. This is a common practice in
construction projects where the survey point taken on the axis of a cross section is a vertex of the
horizontal alignment poly-line.
Generate CS (Cross-section) help points:
If you execute this command the program creates the CS help points. By using these help points
you can define the cross sections lines. The cross sections lines can be produced directly by
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connecting the survey points or indirectly by placing the corresponding TCS points to their new
position. The “as build” design projects use the second method to adapt the theoretical position of
the TCS points to their real position according with the survey data. The cross section help points
take their name from the corresponding connection help lines or survey points from which they are
originated. In the case of an “as build” design project the help points name in cross sections must
keep to the following two rules:
•

The name of the points corresponding to the pavement includes one from the “L”, “S”, “R”
characters followed by the number of the TCS point. The “L” character is related with the
left TCS, the “R” character with the right TCS and the “S” character with points that are
touched from both left and right TCSs (e.g. road axis point). For example, the point named
nd
“L2” corresponds to the 2 point of the left TCS.

•

The points belonging to the left side-slope must have the “LE” name while the points
belonging to the right side-slope must have the “RE” name.

Do not create:
If you choose this option the program will not create the CS help points. With this command the
program create the horizontal alignment poly-line and insert stations if the relative options is
selected.
By projection in section plane:
With this option the program will create the CS help points from survey points that their distance
from section plane is less than the value inserted to the Project points to sections input box. The
Project points to sections input box is showed when you press the Create button. The name of the
CS help points is taken from the description of the survey points.
By intersection with points connection lines:
With this option the program create the CS help points from the intersections of each cross section
plane with the connection lines. The name of each CS help point is taken from the survey points
defining the crossing line.
Create:
By pressing this command button the program create the construction project according to the
selected options.

Section based project Tab:

Horizontal alignment and stations from GRD file:
If you execute this command, the program shows a dialog box in which you can select a GRD file.
This file is text file and includes a number of points. When DIOLKOS reads the file, imports one
polyline vertex (HPI) in each point. Additionally, the program inserts one station in each polyline
vertex (HPI) chainage.
Create horizontal alignment by station chainage:
If you execute this command, the program creates a tangent road with length equal with the
maximum station chainage. In this way, the program needs only the name and the chainage of
each station in order to create the construction cross sections. The name and the chainage of each
station are taken from the Station Manager.
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Options :
Graphics acceleration:
Switch between OpenGL and Direct3D. DIOLKOS supports both DirectX and OpenGL graphics
acceleration engine.
Windows graphics:
If you want to use the windows graphic library (GDI), you can disable the 3D acceleration engine by
enabling this option.
Precision:
The precision of numbers (Sets the number of decimal places). If the selected precision is not
enough for all numbers, then a message will appear in the form (“Some values will appear with
more decimal numbers”) and these numbers will appear with the requirement precision.
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PLAN - WINDOWS MENU
By using this menu you can activate any of the other three main windows of the program (Profile, Diagrams
and Sections). You can’t have opened multiple instances of these windows. The above commands are
executed also, by clicking the below icons placed on the upper side of the plan window.

PLAN - HELP MENU
Statistics:
When you execute this command, the program shows a form which contains information about the
geometric properties of all design elements in the project.

About DIOLKOS:
This command shows a form which contains information about DIOLKOS (Current version, Copyright etc.).
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PROFILE WINDOW
This window is the second main window of the program and in this you can create and edit the road profile.
In the down side of the profile window, a status bar which includes four cells is placed. In the first cell, the
program shows various prompts about the program status. In the second and third cell, the chainage and
elevation Z are presented respectively. These values correspond to the current position of the mouse cursor.
Finally the fourth cell presents the chainage value at the end of road axis.

When you execute the Read terrain… command, DIOLKOS reads the terrain and creates the ground
polyline in each cross-section. At the same time, the program presents the profile (longitudinal section) of the
terrain along the road axis. DIOLKOS places, automatically, on the road profile two vertices (VIPs): one in
the beginning and one in the end of road axis. The elevations of the above inserted vertices are taken by the
elevation of the ground, at the corresponding positions. Usually, these vertices are maintained and newly are
inserted in the intermediary region.
Up from the ground polyline and up from the names of corresponding stations, the distances between the
road profile and ground are entered. Furthermore, up from the previous values, the program shows the
grades of the road profile on each station. Note that these texts are presented in the profile window if the
zoom scale is suitable so that you can read them. (Only if the checkbox “Show values” in the “Layers”
form is checked)
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PROFILE – COMMAND MENU
The pull down menu Command includes the following commands:

Help points: This command presents the Help points form. The help points are drawn in the profile window.
You can use these points as reference points while you specify the geometry of vertical alignment.
Obligatory passing points or obstacles can be portrayed in the profile window as help points.

The Help points form involves three columns:
Point name:
The name of each help point
[Value type: string]

Chainage:
The chainage of each help point
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation of each help point
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

From sections:
In the cross-sections window, you are able to move the active cross section in the up or down
direction by pressing the keyboard keys “+” or “-“. During the shifting, the program calculates and
draws in real time the active cross-section in the cross-sections window. With this operation, you
can place temporarily each cross-section to the desirable position.
If you press the "From sections" command button, then for each cross-section that was modified
manually using the keyboard a help point is imported. This point has the same name with the
corresponding cross-section. The coordinates of the help point is taken from the current crosssection origin point. Thus, you can determine the vertical alignment geometry according to the
previous defined help points.
Delete all:
This command deletes all the points contained in the above table.
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Ground polylines:
In this form, you can edit the ground polyline of a cross-section. While you select stations from the list, the
program updates the table with the coordinates of the corresponding ground polyline. If you make any
modification to the ground polyline, then the program creates (in the project’s directory) a file with extension
“.gr”. The “.gr” file is created when you save the active project. This file is a text file and has the same format
with *.GRD files. If you erase the “.gr” file from the project’s directory, then the program will return to the
previous status having the original ground polyline in cross-sections drawing.
Section name:
In this field you can choose a section. DIOLKOS present the ground polyline coordinates of the
selected section in the “Vertex coordinates” array.

Χ:
The Χ-coordinates of the ground vertices relative to the section local coordinate system.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation (Z) of the polyline vertices.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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VPIs Manager:
This command presents the VPIs manager form. This form includes the following controls:
Table:
This table includes five columns:
Chainage:
The chainage of each VPI.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation of each VPI.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Curve value:
The value for the transition curve of each VPI. The value is:
•
The arc radius (R)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
•

The length of curve (L)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

•

The parameter of curve (K)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m/unit %]

Curve def:
Parameter for the curve definition.
Buttons:
The command buttons at the right side of the form have the following operation:
Help points:
Inserts VPIs points in the position of each help point.
Sections:
Inserts VPIs points in each cross-section with pavement elevation.
ROA file:
Reads VPIs (chainage, elevation, arc radius) from other road.
Shifting:
Moves the VPIs involved in the inserted chainage region, at a constant distance.
First, the program asks for the shifting distance [Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit:
m].. This value can be positive or negative. If this value is positive the vertices will be moved toward
to road axis and if it is negative they will be moved at the opposite direction.

Then, you must specify the affected chainage region of this operation [Value type: decimal number, Value
range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m].
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The VPIs Manager is also presented by clicking the following icon
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Insert VPI:
With this command you can insert a VPI in the road profile, visually by using the mouse. When you specify a
vertex in the profile window, the program shows an input box with follow controls:
R or L or Κ:
The geometric parameter for the transition curve of each VPI. You can define this value using:
•
The arc radius (R)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
•

The length of curve (L)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

•

The parameter of curve (K)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m/unit %]

Curve def:
Parameter for the curve definition.

Modify VPI:
With this command you can modify the geometric properties of the VPIs. When you choose a VPI in the
profile window, the program shows an input box with follow controls:
Chainage:
The chainage of VPI.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation of VPI.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

R or L or Κ:
The value for the transition curve of VPI. The value is:
•
The arc radius (R)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
•

The length of curve (L)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

•

The parameter of curve (K)
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m/unit %]

Curve definition:
The type of transition curve.
By pressing the arrows on the right side of the form you can modify the elevation, radius and chainage of the
selected VPI. By pressing the arrows on the left side of the form you can define the corresponding modifying
steps for the above geometric properties. If you press the Cancel button, then the modifications will be
cancelled and the VPI will return at its initial state.
This command is also activated by double clicking in the profile window close to the VPI that you want to
modify.
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Delete VPI:
With this command you can delete a vertex (VPI) from the profile drawing, visually by using the mouse.
Before the point deletion, the program shows a confirm message.

Move VPI:
With this command you can move a vertex into a new position. DIOLKOS is able to move the vertex to the
desirable position by using the mouse. The vertex can be placed everywhere on the profile window or in the
direction of a polyline segment. After moving the vertex on the new position, a confirm message box is
shown. If you choose the Yes option, the program presents a second message box asking you whether you
want to put the vertex on the polyline or not.

Move edge:
Shifts a tangent of the vertical alignment parallel to its initial direction. The program keep the tangents before
and after the modified tangent untouched.

View section:
When you execute this command, the program prompts to select a station, by using the mouse. If you
choose the station, DIOLKOS presents the corresponding cross-section, in the cross-sections window.
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PROFILE – VIEW MENU
The second pull down menu of the profile window is the View menu. This menu includes the following
commands:
Layers:
This command presents the Layers form. With this form you can handle the appearance of the profile
entities. The coloured squares next to the layers names declare the colour of each layer. By clicking this
square you can modify its colour.
Note:
The status of the Layers form is stored when you terminate the program. If you press the Default button,
the form returns to the default status.
This command is also executed by clicking the following icon

Zoom Extents, Zoom Previous, Zoom Rect, Realtime pan, Zoom In, Zoom Out:
In all CAD design programs these commands are common. In DIOLKOS these commands have the same
functionality. You can call the above commands by clicking the icons below.

By right clicking in the profile window, the program shows a pop up menu containing some of the above
zoom commands
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DIAGRAMS WINDOW
This window is the third main window of the program and in this you can create and edit the diagrams of the
current project (super-elevations, widenings, V85, drainage layer).
At the down side of the diagrams window, a status bar which includes four cells is placed. In the first cell, the
program shows various prompts about the program status. In the second and third cell, the chainage and Y
coordinate are presented respectively. These values correspond to the current position of the mouse cursor.
Finally, the fourth cell presents the chainage value at the end of road axis.

DIAGRAMS - COMMAND MENU
The pull down menu Command includes the following commands:
Build V85 speed diagram:
Calculates the V85 speed diagram according to the O.M.O.E-X guidelines (Guidelines for the Design
Facilities-Alignments, based on German RAS-L standards).
During the calculation of the V85 diagram, the program checks the road alignment using the first and second
safety criteria. When the check is completed, DIOLKOS presents a relative message.
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Super-elevations diagram table:
This command presents a table which lists the vertices of the super-elevation rate diagram. By using this
table you can modify the default (automatically created by the program) super-elevation rate diagram. The
above table is separated in two parts. The left part corresponds to the left semi-cross-section and the right
part to the right semi-cross-section. Each part of the table includes two columns:
Chainage:
The chainages of the super-elevation vertices.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<==value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Grade:
The corresponding super-elevations rate values. The super-elevation is given as decimal number.
For example, if you want to define a super-elevation equal to 4,0% you must import in the cell the
value of "0,04".
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
When the program recalculates the super-elevation rate diagram then if you make modifications
manually, the initial diagram will be lost.
From sections:
If you press this command button, then the program will take the super-elevations values from the
cross-sections. The cross sections can be temporary rotated by pressing the Left (<-) or Right (->)
keyboard keys. The super-elevation diagram derived by this command has irregular shape.
The above process can be used in special design cases like existing pavement reconstruction at
urban regions. In these projects, usually, you must follow the existing grade in each cross section
in order to avoid touching with possessions.
The super-elevations rate table is shown also, by clicking the following icon

Build super-elevation diagram:
In this submenu, you can declare the form (shape) of the super-elevation rate diagram which is applied in the
active project. You can select one of the following five commands:
1) Curve-two slopes. Super-elevations in curves and two ways pavement slopes on tangents (RAS).
2) Tangent-two-slopes. Constant super-elevation rate along the roadway and two ways pavement slopes.
3) Curve-one-slope. Super-elevations in curves and one way pavement slope (monoclinal) on tangents.
4) Tangent-one-slope. Constant super-elevation rate along the roadway and one way pavement slope.
5) Tangent-two-slopes. Constant super-elevation rate along the roadway and one way pavement slope
(AASHTO).
DIOLKOS calculates the super-elevation rate diagram according to selected option in the Road type drop
down list. This list is placed in the Regulation parameters command group in the General tab of the Design
Parameters form. The available super-elevation curves are defined in the DIOLKOS.ini file. This file is found
in the program’s installation path. Currently, the DIOLKOS.ini file contains super-elevation curves only for
RAS and OMOE regulations. The user is able to insert additional super-elevation curves in the DIOLKOS.ini
file.
The format of the DIOLKOS.ini file is described below:
*
OMOE_B
110
8
0
0.06
500
0.06
……………….
……………….

(Name)
(design speed V)
(number of vertices)
(R1)
(q1)
(R2)
(q2)
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Each super-elevation curve begins with the symbol "*". The next two records contain the name and the
design speed of the curve. In the fourth record, the number of curve points is fixed. In the records that follow,
the Ri and qi values of each curve vertex are declared.

Widenings diagram table:
This command presents a table that lists the vertices of the widenings diagram. Using this table, you can
modify the default (automatically assigned by the program) pavement widenings. The above table is
separated in two parts. The left part corresponds to the left pavement edge and the right part to the right
pavement edge. Each part of the table involves three columns.
Chainage:
The chainages of the diagram vertices.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<==value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Widenening:
The corresponding widening for each vertex.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Fitting:
The corresponding fitting semi-length for each vertex.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Calc. OMOE:
By pressing this command button, the program calculates automatically the diagram for the given
alignment according to the OMOE guidelines.
Update sections:
By pressing the Update sections command button, DIOLKOS inserts, in all cross sections, the
widenings defined in the widenings diagram.

Widening insertion:
With this command you can insert widenings in a specific chainage range. The program inserts the widening
via a form in which you must define the middle point of the chainage range, the widening value, the length of
the widening, the length of transition curves in entrance and exit as well as the fill-out length of the transition
curves (the form has a relative figure describing all these variables). The widening can be applied anywhere
along the road axis without any restriction. You can apply the widening on the left or on the right boundary
line by using the "Widening edge" radio button. If you want to insert widening on both boundary lines you
must insert widening twice (one for the left boundary line and one for the right). If you want to apply widening
on a specific vertex of the horizontal alignment, you must select the desirable vertex in the "Select Hpoly
Vertex" combo box. In this case, the program will set the length of the widening equal with the length of the
arc and the length of transition curves in entrance and exit equal with the length of the corresponding
clothoid curves of the selected vertex. Note that the program applies the widenings on the widenings
diagram of the current road. The program will update the sections accordingly if you press the "Update
sections" button in the "Widenings diagram table" form.
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Drainage diagram table:
This command presents the table that lists the ridge vertices of the drainage layer. The left part of the table
corresponds to the left part of the drainage layer. Similarly, the right part of the table corresponds to the right
part of the drainage layer. Via this table, you can modify the drainage layer diagram.
Chainage:
The chainages of the diagram vertices.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<==value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Delta X:
The delta X value (distances between the top vertex of the drainage layer and the road axis).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Calc. OMOE:
By pressing this command button, DIOLKOS will compute the shape of the diagram according to
the values that have been inserted in the “Drainage layer” vertices table. This table is shown with
the “Insert->Drainage layer” command of the plan window.

Compute visibility diagram:
Sight diagram calculation. You can define the corresponding parameters (driver and obstacle distances from
axis, obstacle height, eye height form deck) in the “Diagrams” tab of the “Design parameters” form. You
can compute the stopping or passing sight distance by inserting the obstacle distance from the road axis with
positive and negative value respectively. We can produce the drawing for the current computed sight
diagram by executing the “Results->Drawings->Visibility diagram” command.

Modify diagram vertex:
With this command you can modify the coordinates of diagrams vertices (super-elevation rate, widenings,
drainage). When you choose a vertex in the diagrams window, the program shows a form including the
following properties:
X vertex:
The X coordinate of the vertex (Chainage).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Y vertex:
The Y coordinate of vertex.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Delete vertex:
Erase the selected vertex.
By pressing the arrows in the Move Step frame control you can define the corresponding modification steps
for the above geometric properties. If you press the Cancel button, then the modifications will be cancelled
and the vertex will return in its initial state.

Note:
This command is also activated by double clicking in the diagrams window, close to the vertex that you
want to modify.

Cross-section : When you execute this command, the program prompts to select a station, by using the
mouse. If you choose the station, DIOLKOS presents the corresponding cross-section, in the cross-sections
window.
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DIAGRAMS – VIEW MENU
The second pull down menu of the diagrams window is the View menu. This menu includes the following
commands:
Layers:
This command presents the Layers form. With this form you can handle the appearance of the diagrams
objects.
The coloured squares next to the layers names declare the colour of each layer. By clicking this square you
can change its colour.
Note:
The status of the Layers form is stored when you terminate the program. If you press the Default button,
the form returns to the default status.
This command is also executed by clicking the following icon

Zoom Extents, Zoom Previous, Zoom Rect, Realtime pan, Zoom In, Zoom Out:
In all CAD design programs these commands are common. In DIOLKOS these commands have the same
functionality. You can call the above commands by clicking the icons below.

By right clicking in Diagrams window, the program shows a pop up menu containing some of the above
zoom commands.
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CROSS-SECTIONS
This window is the fourth main window of the program and in this you can create and edit the cross sections
and the typical cross sections (TCSs) of the current project.
In the down side of the cross-sections window, a status bar which includes seven cells is placed. In the first
and second cells, the program shows the current position (X and Z coordinates) of the mouse cursor. In the
fourth and fifth cells, the program shows the fill and cut areas on the current cross-section. Finally, in the
sixth and seventh cells, DIOLKOS presents the pavement and the topsoil lagging areas of the current crosssection, respectively.
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CROSS-SECTIONS – COMMAND MENU
In the cross-sections window the pull down menu Command includes the following commands:
Typical cross-section (TCS) library:
Using this form, you can define easily the typical cross sections for the active project. This library is slightly
integrated with the program and covers the majority of the design cases.
Select lateral geometry:
This is a drop down list in which you can choose the lateral geometry of the typical cross section
(TCS). While you select the desirable geometry, the program shows in the corresponding figures,
the lateral configuration on the fill and cut side slopes.
Lane width L:
Width of lane. See the relative figure in the left side.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Shoulder width S:
Width of shoulder. See the relative figure in the left side.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Layers:
In this drop down list group, you can declare the number and the type of the pavement layers.
Layer thickness (1-4):
The thickness of each layer
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Delete existing TCSs:
If this option is checked, DIOLKOS will delete the all the TCSs contained by the current project.
From ROA file:
By pressing the from ROA file command button, you can insert typical cross sections from another
ROA file. The program shows the Insert typical cross-sections (TCS) form in which the program
presents the names of the TCSs that is to be inserted in the current project. If the Delete exist.
TCSs option is checked, DIOLKOS will delete the all the TCSs contained by the current project.
The overall process is completed after pressing the Insert button in the Insert typical crosssections form.

Note:
You can organize typical cross sections (created in several design projects) within ROA files. In
this way you can build your own typical cross sections libraries.
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Typical cross-sections (TCS) manager:
This command shows a form that manages the TCSs geometry. In DIOLKOS, the typical cross sections are
the fundamental concept of the project’s geometry. Thus, you must define them carefully.
In the TCS table you can define the geometry for the: pavement layers, islands, earthwoks, drainage layer,
dim points, guardrails insertion points etc. In DIOLKOS, the term TCS layer describes closed polylines on
the typical cross-section. In these areas you can assign materials. Each typical cross section is able to
contain up to 30 TCS layers.
Each TCS is constituted by a number of points that describes its geometry. These points can be polyline
vertices (e.g deck polyline) or individual points (e.g guardrails insertion points). The TCS manager dialog box
defines the geometric dependence between the TCS points in cross-section plane. The first line of the table
defines the origin point of the cross-section and its elevation is taken by the road profile curve.
The table includes five columns.
Point:
The reference point of the current row.
[Value type: integer number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Par1:
The first parameter of point definition.
[Value type: decimal or integer number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m or dimensionless]

Par2:
The second parameter of point definition.
[Value type: decimal or integer number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m or dimensionless]

W.O. calc:
The mode of point definition.
[Value type: integer number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Type:
The point type.
[Value type: integer number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

A TCS is valid if contains the points that define the deck’s polyline and the points that define the earthworks
crown polyline. All the remainder points are optional in the geometric design of the TCS.
The deck polyline and the earthworks crown polyline are open polylines that are fixed with direction from the
axis to side-slopes (if you build an island TCS you must define it from left to right).
Usually, a typical cross section is created by the earthworks polyline (code 3), the pavement surface polyline
(code 11) and up to 30 closed areas (TCS layers, code 30-60)
Alternative, the TCS layers can be defined as open polylines. In this case each layer must close on the
underlying layers and their numbering must follow the construction stages.
When you start a new design, the program inserts the default typical cross-sections to the active project,
automatically.
On the pavement surface points where widenings will be applied, you must set the code 4 or 5. The program
can input two types of widening on each cross section side. The first type is applied to the points with code 4
and the second type to the points with code 5. In the widenings table, the first widening of the left and right
part of the section can be calculated automatically from the widenings diagram.
Each point of the typical cross section has a reference point. The TCS point is placed relative to its reference
point. The program places the TCS point in distance DX and DY from the reference point. The DY can be
fixed also indirectly via the "Way of calculation" according to following table:
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WAY OF CALCULATION FROM REFERENCE POINT
0
with relative coordinates from the reference point
1
with constant grade
98
by super-elevation left
99
by super-elevation right
-X
intersection between two lines
98XXXX
by super-elevation left when q > XX.XX (%) or from the grade XX.XX when q < XX. XX
99XXXX
by super-elevation right when q > XX.XX (%) or from the grade XX.XX when q < XX. XX
100
grade of fill side slope left
101
grade of fill side slope right
102
grade of cut side slope left
103
grade of cut side slope right
(Details about the TCS point types and the Way of calculation codes are presented if you press the Details
>> button on the TCS Manager form).
For example, in a cross section which has the width of travelled way equal to 4,00m and the pavement is
described by one layer, you must define the typical cross section geometry as follow:
Configuration of the left fill side slope.
1
1
1
2
2
4

0,00
0,00
-4,00 0,00
0,00 -0,50
0,00 -0,50
-3,00 -2,00
2,00
5,00

0,00
98,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
-3,00

3
3
11
11
21
11

The first, second and third points of table are fixed as previously. The fourth point is found in distance 0,5m
under the second point. The points 3,.4 define the eartworks crown polyline. The fifth point abstains DX = 3m horizontal and DY = -2m vertically (suppose that the side slope grade is 2/3). This point is defined as
help point (code 21). The last point of earthworks crown polyline is the intersection point of the directions
defined by the points (2, 3) and (4, 5) respectively. Thus, the definition of earthworks crown polyline is
completed, provided that this line touches the side slope line.

Configuration of the left cut side slope.
1
1
2
1
2
2

0,00
0,00
-4,00
0,00
-1,20 -0,80
0,00 -0,50
0,00 -0,50
5,00
4,00

0,00
98,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
-3,00

3
3
3
11
11
11

In this case the first, second, fourth and fifth points are fixed as in the case of fill side slope. The difference is
that an additional point (third point) was added. This point is the lower point of ditch and abstains DX = -1,20
m and DY = -0,80 m (as in the case of open layers) from the pavement edge. Therefore, you must place
these values in the corresponding columns (second and third). This point is a deck point and must define it
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with code = 3. Finally, the sixth point is the intersection point of the directions which defined by the points (2,
3) and (4, 5) respectively.

The Typical cross sections manager window has two parts. In the upper part, the points of the current typical
cross section are listed (each row on the table defines one point in the TCS). On the down side, the names
of all the typical cross section, included in the current project, are listed.
The corresponding configurations for the right side of cross section are constructed similarly. The difference
is that the DX have positive sign and the DY is calculated using the super-elevation right. In order to
compute the DY according to the super-elevation right you must insert in the Way of calc column the value
99 instead of 98.
If you copy the above typical cross sections and then execute the Mirror command, you will produce the
corresponding configuration for the right side.

Beyond the TCS Manager, you can modify visually the geometry of a typical cross section in the cross
section window. To do this you must toggle to the typical cross section mode by clicking the below icon:

By clicking again the above icon you return back to the cross-section mode.
By pressing the dropdown list placed in the toolbar of the Cross-section window you can edit the geometry of
TCSs attached in the current design project.
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If the Cross sections window is in the TCS mode then, if you execute the Command -> Edit TCS polylines
command, the program shows the Edit TCS polylines form
Note that you can execute this command if you press the spacebar key on the keyboard while the cross
section window is active.

If you select a layer in the Modify element drop down list and then press the Insert point(s) visually button,
you can insert a closed area (TCS Layer) on the typical cross section. This closed area can be described by
selecting sequentially points on the typical cross section shape. Later, you can assign a material on this
closed area.
For example, on the cut typical cross section described earlier, after selecting the option Layer1 in the
Modify element drop down list, you must select the 6-2-1-4-6 points, sequentially.

Similarly, you can define the layer1 for the right typical cross section. The program, while calculating the
geometry of the entire cross section, unifies the two parts of layer1 in one area.
Apart from the layer insertion, you can execute the Insert point(s) visually command in order to import any
polyline that constitutes the typical cross section. Depending on the selection in the Modify element list, you
can insert visually the: pavement surface polyline, earthworks crown, left side-slope, right side-slope etc.
You can insert points on a typical cross section visually on screen. In order to do this, you must select the 12
Typical cross section points option in the Modify element list. Then, if you press the Select on screen
command button, the Edit TCS lines form disappeared and you can insert points on the screen visually by
using the mouse. The points are imported one-by-one and are numbered by the program automatically. If the
relation (Way of calculation) of the point is undefined then, this is coloured white.
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With double click on the undefined point, the program presents a dialog box via which you can define, move,
erase and modify it.
without enabling the Edit TCS Polylines form then the
If you try to import a TCS point by using the
program presents the Typical cross-sections points form before the graphical point insertion.
If the selected point is already defined, the program will fill the form with the data contained by the point and
it will draw lines between the selected point and the other points from which depends.

Initially, you must select the relation of the inserted point from the reference point. This can be done by
selecting the appropriate record in the Dependence from ref. point list.
For certain records you don’t need to specify (in the second list) the side of the cross section in which the
point belongs. For example, if you choose the first record (1 Dx, Dy), does not need to select a record in the
second listbox.
Then, you can select the reference point (or points) visually on screen by pressing the Select points
command button. The reference points must have smaller id number from the current point.
Finally you must define the point code (pavement surface point, earthwork crown point etc) by choosing the
appropriate record in the drop down list of the form. When you close the Edit TCS lines form while the
definition is completed, the program colors suitably the current point.
You cannot declare more than one code in a point. If you want to do this, you must insert a point which
abstains DX = 0, DY = 0 from the initial point. When you double click on multiple points, then the program
appears window in which you can select which one from the group of points you want to modify.

Existing pavement limit point
This point has code 22 and it defines until which position the existing pavement will be taken into the
calculation. Usually, this point is identified with some other point of the typical cross section.
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Help points of drainage layer
With the help points of drainage layer (left and right), you can define indirectly the ridge vertices of the
drainage layer on the typical cross section. To declare the left help point you must insert the following values
in the typical cross section table: Par1 = 0, Par2 = 0, Way of calc. = 98 and type=101. To declare the help
point for the right side, you must insert the following values in the typical cross section table: Par1 = 0, Par2
= 0, Way of calc. = 99 and type=102.
Τhe distance between these points and road axis is taken from the drainage layer table (see INSERT
chapter). The ridge vertex of the drainage layer (left and right) abstains, D meters vertically from the help
point. The distance D is declared depending on the required thickness of the drainage layer. The rest points
of the drainage layer are fixed beginning from the ridge vertex.

The part of the typical cross section table that describes the drainage layer on a highway with single NJ in
the middle, is presented below.
1
0,00
0,00
0,00
1
-11,01
0,00
98,00
1
0,00
0,00
98,00
2
1,00
0,00
0,00
3
0,00 -0,85
0,00
5
0,00 4,00
980250,00
6
-1,00
0,00
980400,00
5
0,00 4,00
980250,00
………………………………………..

21
21
101
21
11
11
11
11

………………………………………..
In the sixth record, an earthwork line which begins from the fifth point and "is moved" until the point 4 with
grade equal to supper-elevation or 2.5% (if the super-elevation value is less than 2.5%) is defined.

The points that describe the drainage layer are shown in the following figure with ids from 1-8.

The definition of drainage layer for the left part is completed when you insert a point in the intersection of line
(6, 7) with the side slope polyline. Similarly, you can define the earthworks crown polyline (the down surface
of drainage layer) for the right part of the typical cross section.
In the same way, you can declare the drainage layer in the case where the road is constituted by single
pavement.
Guardrail insertion point
You can define a typical cross section point as guardrail insertion point. For example, if you want to place a
guardrail on the second point of the typical cross section (described below), you must import the third record
in the TCS table.
1

0,00

0,00

0,00

3
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1
2

-11,01
0,00
98,00
3
0,00
0,00
0,00
201
……………………………………….

The code 201, 202 correspond to the left and right quardrails, respectively.

End point of the topsoil lagging polyline
Τhis point has code 103 and defines the position from which the topsoil lagging polyline starts. Usually, this
point is identified with some other points of the typical cross section.
By default, the program starts the topsoil lagging polyline from the last point of the pavement surface (point 4
in the following figure).

If in the typical cross section, a point with code 103 is identified with the point 2 of the pavement, then the
topsoil lagging will start from this point. This configuration is shown in the following figure

Dim points on cross sections drawing - Trace points on plan drawing.
The dim points are used in order to place dimensions in the cross-sections drawing. The same points define
the TCS trace lines in the plan drawing. Usually these points are identified with other points of the typical
cross section. A dimension line with horizontal orientation is defined by two points. For example, in the
typical cross section described below, you can insert dim lines on the pavement by identifying the dim points
with the start and end points of the pavement (points 1,2). In order to place dim lines in
both sides of cross section you must insert dim points in the left and right typical cross section.
……………………………………….
1
0,00
0,00
0,00
110
2
0,00
0,00
0,00
110
……………………………………….
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If you insert dim points in the typical cross-sections, then the program places dimensions in the cross
sections drawing.

At the same time, in the plan drawing, the dim points define the TCS trace lines. If the typical cross section
contains dim points, then, in the plan drawing, the TCS trace lines are shown instead of roadway edges.
The dimension points are taken into consideration when you execute the Command->Calculation command
of the cross sections window.

Bed points (left, right and median).
These points correspond to the lowest ditch points of the left and right part of the cross section as well as the
median. If you define points with this code then the program will show their trace along the road axis in the
plan window.
Points to export by XYZ files.
By using this type of points you can export (in a XYZ file) specific point coordinates of cross sections. This
can be useful when you want to study the different construction stages of the project.

The TCS manager form includes command buttons with which you can manage the typical cross sections.
The commands included in this form are the following:
Delete:
This command deletes the current selected typical cross section.
Copy:
Creates a new copy of the current selected typical cross section. When you execute this
command, the program shows an input box in which you must insert the name of the newly created
TCS. [Value type: String]

Create:
Creates a new empty typical cross section. When you execute this command, the program shows
the above input box in which you must insert the name of the newly created TCS. [Value type: String]

Rename:
Changes the name of the current selected typical cross section. When you execute this command,
the program shows an input box in which you must insert the name of the newly created TCS.
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[Value type: String]

Mirror:
Mirrors the current selected typical cross section. Using this command you can define the other
TCS if one of the two TCS (left or right) has been created.
When the cross-section window is in the typical cross-section mode, the TCS manager involves
two additional buttons. In order to toggle to the typical cross section mode, the following icon must
be pressed:

TCS library:
The build in TCS library.
Shape from DXF:
With this command, you can import in the cross sections window a background shape. This
background shape can be used as wizard during the geometric definition of the typical cross
section. The drawing must have only lines. These lines are imported in DIOLKOS from a DXF file.

Fills polylines:
When you execute this command the program shows a dialog box in which you can edit the fill polylines (fill
side slopes).
The fill side slope is fixed as polyline that is applied in the cross-section. This polyline is adapted between
the road deck and the ground. It can be formed by any number of points and can have any shape. For
example, you can outline curved side-slopes by importing a great number of points in the corresponding
polyline. Also you can put ditch in the bottom of a fill side-slope by inserting in the side-slope polyline the
points which describe it.
You must define at least two configurations for the fill polylines: one for the left part of cross section and one
for the right.
For example, the configuration of a left fill side-slope in which the grade changes (1:3, 1:2, 2:3) every 1,5 m
(in the Z direction), is fixed with the following table:
Χ
0,00
4,50
7,50
9,75

Υ
0,00
1,50
3,00
4,50

The origin of the side-slope polyline is always at the bottom of the fill (X=0, Y=0). From this point and up to
1,5 m you have grade equal to 1:3, therefore the next point will have X=3*1,5=4,5 m and Y=1,50. From this
point and until the height of 3,0 m you have grade equal to 1:2 therefore the next point will have
X=4,5+2*1,5=7,5 and Y = 3,0. From this point and until the height of 4,50m you have grade equal to 2:3
therefore the next point will have X=7,50+(3/2)*1,5=9,75 and Y = 4,5 m.
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In order to create the polyline of the right fill side-slope, you must insert the above X values with negative
sign.
Most times, the side slopes are shaped with constant grade. If you want to create a side-slope with constant
grade, you must check the Constant grade option. The program updates the table when you press the
Apply button.
The default configurations for the left and right part of the cross section have grade equal to 2/3.
The form includes the following controls with which you can manage the polylines:
Table:
X:
The X coordinate of the fill polyline.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Y:
The Y coordinate of the fill polyline.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

h/b:
The grade of cut side-slope (if it is constant).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Polylines names:
The name of fill polyline to modify.
Create:
Creates a new fill configuration. When you execute this command, the program presents a dialog
box in which you can insert the name of the fill configuration [Value type: string]. The new
configuration is formed according to the selection in the list box.

Delete:
Delete the selected configuration.
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Cuts polylines:
When you execute this command, the program shows a dialog box in which you can edit the cut polylines
(cut side slopes). You must define at least two configurations for the cut polylines: one for the left part of
cross section and one for the right. These polylines can be formed by any number of points and can have
any shape. Also in this form, you can define the berms geometry that will be applied in big (deep) cuts.
The fill side slope is fixed as polyline and is adapted between the road deck and the ground. The origin of the
side-slope polyline is always at the top of the cut.

In big (deep) cuts, berms are needed in order to improve the stability of the side-slope. The berm’s geometry
is defined in the Berms command group. The H, ∆Η, L, i fields are described in the following figure.

As in the fills, most times, the side-slopes are shaped with constant grade. If you want to create a side-slope
with constant grade, you must check the Constant grade option. The program updates the table when you
press the Apply button.
If you check the Without chamfer option, then DIOLKOS forms the cut without smoothing at the top of the
side-slope.
The default configurations for the left and right part of the cross section have grade equal to 2/3.
The form includes the follow controls with which you can manage the polylines:
Table:
X:
The X coordinate of the fill polyline.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Y:
The Y coordinate of the fill polyline.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

h/b:
The grade of cut side-slope (if it is constant).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
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H:
The height of berm.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

DH:
The height of top berm.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

L:
The width of berm.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

i:
The grade of berm.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]

Polylines names:
The name of cut polyline to modify.
Create:
Creates a new cut configuration. When you execute this command, the program presents a dialog
box in which you can insert the name of the cut configuration [Value type: string]. The new
configuration is formed according to the selection in the list box.
Delete:
Delete the selected configuration.
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Pavement widenings:
This command includes the following submenus:

Apply high fill widenings:
With this command, the program applies widenings on high fill side-slopes according to the
inserted values in the High fill widenings command group. This command group is placed in the
Diagrams tab of the Design Parameters form.

Pavement widenings:
If you execute this command, the program shows a table in which the widenings of each station are
presented. The widenings are applied if the used typical cross sections involve points with code 4
or 5. The widenings in each station are added to the X coordinates of the typical cross section
points which have code equal to 4 or 5. For this reason, the widenings for the left part of the cross
section are declared with negative numbers.
The first widening point has the code 4 and the second widening point the code 5. Using two
widening points you can build typical cross sections which have different widening in the pavement
and different in the shoulder. This operation is useful when you study roads at urban regions.
Station:
The station name.
Left delta X [4]:
The widening in left TCS point (Type 4 or 24).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Right delta X [4]:
The widening in right TCS point (Type 4 or 24).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Left delta X [5]:
The widening in left TCS point (Type 5 or 25).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Right delta X [5]:
The widening in right TCS point (Type 5 or 25).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Fit sections to background lines:
By pressing this command button, the program applies widenings left and right from the
TCS point which have code 4. The widenings are applied in a way that points with code 4
are identified with the zone that is contained in a given background layer. This layer is
imported in the “Existing pavement” tab of the “Design parameters->Sections” form.
When you execute this command, DIOLKOS shows an input box in which you can insert
the final distance between the widening points and the zone contained in the background
layer.
Fit to boundary zone:
By using these commands, you can fill the Widenings Table with values, automatically, in
a way that the widenings TCS points will be adapted on selected background lines
belonging to a specific background layer. In this way you can adjust the road geometry on
a given stripe.
1st widening point:
If you select this option, the program will adjust the TCS points with code 4 or
24 (1st widening point).
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2nd widening point:
If you select this option, the program will adjust the TCS points with code 5 or
25 (2nd widening point).
Layer name:
In this drop down list, you can select the specific layer on which the widening
points will be adapted.
Distance from line (m):
The maximum tolerance (distance) between the selected lines and the TCS
widening points..
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Apply widenings:
By pressing this command button, DIOLKOS calculate the required widenings
and fill the Widenings table with these values.

Apply TCS and side-slopes polyline:
If you execute this command, the program will show a dialog box in which you can define the TCSs
and the configurations of the fill and cut side-slopes applied along the road axis.
Each row in the table describes the applied TCSs and side-slopes configurations within a chainage
range.
You can use any combination of TCSs and side-slopes configurations.

In the left side of the form you can declare the:
From Ch:
The start point of the chainage range of the current row.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

To Ch.:
The end point of the chainage range of the current record.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Tops. Lagg.:
The thickness of the topsoil lagging. If you don’t want to place topsoil lagging you must set this field
equal to 0.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Median TCS. The name of the TCS used as island in the middle of the road.
[Value type: string]

They follow (to the right side) the fields of typical cross sections and side-slopes configurations of
the current record. These fields are described below:
Fill left.:
The name of the typical cross section applied in the left side of the road when this side is formed
with fill.
Cut left.:
The name of the typical cross section applied in the left side of the road when this side is formed
with cut.
Fill right.:
The name of the typical cross section applied in the right side of the road when this side is formed
with fill.
Cut right.:
The name of the typical cross section applied in the right side of the road when this side is formed
with cut.
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Right to the previous fields, the fields of side slopes configurations follow:
Fill left:
The name of the side-slope configuration applied in the left side of the road when this side is
formed with fill.
Cut left:
The name of the side-slope configuration applied in the left side of the road when this side is
formed with cut.
Fill right:
The name of the side-slope configuration applied in the right side of the road when this side is
formed with fill.
Cut right:
The name of the side-slope configuration applied in the right side of the road when this side is
formed with cut.
More rules:
In this form, you can define additional rules for the geometry of cross sections. For example, you
can apply different fill TCS in the external side of a curve and different in the internal side.
In the fields placed in the left part of the window you can declare:
From Ch:
The start point of the chainage range in the selected record.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

To Ch.:
The end point of the chainage range in the selected record.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: start chainage<=value<=end chainage, unit: m]

Right to the above fields the form includes drop down lists which have all the typical cross
sections contained in the current project.
The Fill applying rules and Median TCS command groups follow. These fields are
described below:
In the Fill applying rules command group you can declare the:
Threshold height [Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
The height above from which, in the internal side of the curve (left or right), the fill TCS
that are declared in the fields Downhill left and Downhilll right will be applied.
In the fields Uphill left and Uphill right you can declare the fill TCS which will be applied
in the external side of a curve (left or right). These TCSs can be applied in fill side-slopes
with any height.
For the Median TCSs you can specify the following:
Tangent. In this field you can define the name of the median TCS applied in tangents.
In the field Uphill left you can declare the median TCS that will be applied when the left
side of the island is uphill and the super-elevation is greater than the value in the field
Grade left. [Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
In the field Uphill right you can declare the median TCS that will be applied when the
right side of the island is uphill and the super-elevation is greater than the value in the
field Grade right. [Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
The previous two forms have command buttons which can be used to add, delete or
modify records. These commands are described below:
Insert rec:
Adds a record in the data table.
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Change rec:
Changes the selected record in the data table
Delete rec:
Deletes the selected record from the data table
The previous described rules for the TCSs are applied only when you study design projects. If you use the
program in order to measure quantities during the construction stage you don’t need to specify applying
rules. This happens because while measuring construction quantities, the cross sections are calculated
regardless if they have fill or cut side-slopes.
In this case you must specify only the Median TCS. The values of the fields included in the Pavement and
Side-slopes command groups are ignored

Partial section:
If you execute this command, the program shows a dialog box in which you can calculate only a part from
the entire cross section (the other part is deleted). This operation can be applied in one or more cross
sections. Additionally, you can insert a wall on the cutting edge.
Remaining part of section:
In this drop down list you can define which one from the two parts will be calculated (left, right,
median).
Cutting delta X from axis:
In this field you can insert the distance between the cutting off plane and road axis (distances if you
select the median part).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Enable/disable:
Enable or disable the partial calculation on a section.
Wall on cutting edge:
Depending on the choice in this check box, you can insert wall in the cutting edge. Walls can be
placed on the left side, on the right side or on both sides.
Multiple selection:
In the Multiple selection list, you can select more than one cross sections on which the partial
calculation will be applied.

The data defined in this dialog box remain after the cross section calculation. This operation is required when
you study intersections where two or most ramps are adapted in order to form the common pavement of the
main road.
Τo do this, you must define a separate geometry (separate horizontal alignment, vertical alignment and cross
sections) for each road of the intersection (main road and ramps). In the common cross sections you must
cut properly each road in order to form the common pavement.
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Obligatory section parameters:
If you execute this command, the program shows a dialog box in which you can set TCSs and parameters
other than the values applied to the design by default. Also, in the same form, you can enable or disable the
benching structure.
TCS – Left:
The TCS in the left side of section.
TCS – Right:
The TCS in the right side of section.
TCS – Median:
The TCS in the median of section.
Fill left:
The name of the left side-slope on fills.
Cut left:
The name of the left side-slope on cuts.
Fill right:
The name of the right side-slope on fills.
Cut right:
The name of the right side-slope on cuts.
Topsoil lagging thickness:
The topsoil lagging thickness on sections.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Topsoil remove thickness:
The topsoil remove thickness on sections.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Road profile elevation in station:
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Pavement super-elevation left:
The super-elevation grade on the left side of section.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Pavement super-elevation right:
The super-elevation grade on the right side of section.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
TCS points follows the CS help points:
These commands can be used in order to define the TCS point positions not from the TCS
structure but directly from the CS help points. You can use these commands in “as build” projects.
Enabled/disabled:
Enables or disables the dependency.
Apply in all sections:
By enabling this option the program applies the dependency to all cross sections..
Benching:
If you enable this option the program will apply benching to fills.
Delete all:
Delete all the obligatory parameters assigned to the sections.
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Note:
When the value of a parameter is set to AUTO then this parameter will be computed
automatically from the program.

Guardrails:
With this command you can add or remove guardrails to the current cross section.
Guardrail left:
Enable/disable the guardrail in left side of section.
Guardrail right:
Enable/disable the guardrail in right side of section.

Edit super-elevations:
If you execute this command, the program presents a form in which you can modify the super-elevations of
the current cross section.
While you change the left or right super-elevation, the program draws in real time the new geometry of the
cross section in order to place it in the desirable position. If you press the OK command button the program’s
database is updated while if you press the Cancel command button the modifications will be ignored.
Similarly, you can rotate the current cross section by pressing the left "<" or right ">" arrow keys on the
keyboard. In this way you can modify the super-elevations of the current cross section.
If you press the from sections command button in the Super-elevation diagram form, the program will take
the super-elevations values from the cross-sections. The super-elevation diagram derived by this command
has an irregular shape.
The above process can be used in special design cases like existing pavement recreation at urban regions.
In these projects, usually, you must follow the existing grade in each cross section in order to avoid touching
with possessions.
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Soil replacement:
When you execute this command the program shows a form in which you can modify the geometric
properties of the soil replacement excavation in the current section. If you close this dialog box, the program
recalculates the excavation geometry.

Depth of excavation h:
In this column you must define the deph of the excavation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Slope of excavation left h/bl:
This column defines the slope of the excavation left. If you want to construct vertical slope you can
insert a great value in this field (e.g. 9999).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Slope of excavation right h/br:
This column defines the slope of the excavation right. If you want to construct vertical slope you
can insert a great value in this field (e.g. 9999).
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: dimensionless]
Distance left dl:
The left horizontal distance between the end of the earthworks crown polyline and the soil
replacement excavation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
Distance right dr:
The right horizontal distance between the end of the earthworks crown polyline and the soil
replacement excavation.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Calculate all sections:
If you execute this command, the program calculates the cross section geometry as well as the 3d model of
the road in conjunction with the surrounding terrain (also referred with the term ground in this manual).
DIOLKOS calculates also all the areas of each cross-section and the corresponding quantities along the
road axis. The calculation is executed in the chainage range inserted in the “Effective range” (General tab)
command group of “Design parameters” form. During the calculation, DIOLKOS shows status messages in
the first cell of the status bar. When the execution of this command is completed, the Print results form is
informed with the newly computed values.
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Areas of TCS layers:
If you execute this command, the program computes and presents the areas of the typical cross section
layers (TCS Layers).
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Read/Write XYZ/GRD files:
If you execute this command, the program shows the Read/Write Mesh/GRD dialog box. This form includes
the following commands:
Data to IN/OUT:
In this drop down list you can select the design element to read or write data.
Read file tab:
With these commands you can read TRI and GRD files.
Delete sections data:
If you execute this command, the program erases all the lines contained by the cross
sections of the current project. Before the deletion the program shows a confirm message
box.
Read mesh file:
If you execute this command, the program shows a dialog box in which you can choose a
mesh file (*.TRI ascii file). When the reading is completed, the program builds the cross
sections geometry based on the inserted data. Each cross section polyline is produced by
the intersection between the cross section plane and the 3d road-terrain model contained
in the mesh file.

You can create all the kind of cross section polylines if the mesh file contains the suitable
data. Usually the cross section polylines are created one by one from the corresponding
mesh files. The road surfaces are stored in different mesh files, which are read
successively.
In order to measure quantities during the construction stage of a project, you must insert
the: ground polyline, earthworks crown polyline and the pavement surface polyline.
Read GRD file:
By executing this command you can load GRD files. The program imports the polylines
contained in the GRD file on the cross-sections. The type of polyline can be selected in
the corresponding dropdown list.
The GRD files are ASCII files (with extension *.GRD) containing points coplanar with the
cross sections planes. The GRD files have the following format:
*
1
0.0
-38.68
-23.47
-5.94
2.15
6.70
24.36

20.00
256.23
256.10
255.79
256.19
256.25
256.32
256.54

*
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2
0.0
-30.63
-25.29
-6.05
-3.38
3.51
16.77
36.70

40.00
257.06
256.72
256.80
256.99
257.01
257.12
257.27
257.52

The first column contains the distances between ground vertices and road axis. The
distances have negative sign if the vertex is found left from the axis and positive if it is
found right from the axis. The second column contains the corresponding elevation (Z) for
each vertex.
The declaration of each station is begins with the symbol *. The text line under the *
symbol includes two values. The first is the name of station and the second is the
corresponding chainage (the length of the road axis from the start point to current point).

Write file tab:
Write GRD file:
With this command the program writes a GRD file. The polylines of cross-sections are
exported in this file with the type selected in the dropdown list.
File format:
Use these commands to define the XYZ file format. In the Output format list you can
define the format for each line of the XYZ file by giving the order in which the coordinates,
the numbering and the name of each point will be written. You can use any type of field
separator you want. By using the Remove and Add buttons you can manage the Output
format list according to the selection in the Available data and Data separators lists.
Generally, by using this dialog box you can produce XYZ files with different format
containing specific points of the design project. These files can be imported in the survey
equipment (total station or GPS) in order to specify points in a worksite.
Available data:
This list includes the available data that you can import in each line of the XYZ file.
Data separators:
This list includes the available separator characters between fields. You can select more
than one separator characters for the same XYZ file.
Write XYZ file:
With this command the program writes XYZ file containing the coordinates of the cross
sections lines vertices or the cross sections vertices. You can use this command when
you want to export cross section points in order to use them in the different construction
stages of a project.
Close:
Closes the form.
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Edit TCS polylines:
If you execute this command while the cross-sections window is in the cross-section mode, the program
shows a dialog box via which you can modify the cross-sections polylines manually on the screen. Some
operations of this form have been reported previously in the description of the typical cross sections table.
This command is also activated by clicking the following icon
If you make any modification manually on the cross sections geometry, then if you save the current project,
the program creates a file with *.gd extension. This file is stored in the project’s directory and contains the
data of the modified polylines. If you erase this file, then the project will come back in the previous state in
which the cross-section polylines will be calculated directly from the program’s database.

The functionality of this form is described below.
Modify element:
In this drop down list you can select the cross section element that you want to modify graphically
on the screen. With double click on the cross section window a yellow square on the selected point
is appeared. By clicking in this square, the program shows a dialog box in which you adjust the
point’s position.

From help points:
With this command you can insert a cross section polyline by using a number of help points. The
type of the newly inserted polyline is taken from the Modify element drop down list. When this
command is executed, the program shows a dialog box. In this form, you can import the id number
of the help points group. In this field, you can declare also, multiple help points groups in order to
create more than one polylines of the selected type. In this case you must separate the group id
numbers with space characters. If you check the Apply in all sections option, the previous operation
will be applied on all cross sections.

Add point(s) :
If you press this command button, the form is disappeared. While the form is hidden you can select
points on the cross-section in order to formulate a cross section polyline. The type of the newly
inserted polyline is taken from the Modify element drop down list.
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Delete:
With this command you can erase a cross section polyline. The type of the polyline that is to be
deleted is defined in the Modify element drop down list. If you check the Apply in all stations
option, the polyline of the selected type will be deleted from all the cross sections. The command is
also in effect for the help points.
Apply in all stations :
If you enable this option, the program will create the new parallel layer and the old layer will be
deleted in all cross sections.
Show coordinates window :
If you enable this option, the program shows the coordinates array of the line that you have select
to modify. DIOLKOS presents the coordinates array to the upper right side of the cross section
window. Note that the modified vertex is marked properly (highlighted) on this array. Additionally,
you can modify the coordinates of a specific vertex directly on this window.
Basic tab :
Snap to When you modify visually a cross section, the following snap operations are
available:
Snap nearest line. Snaps to the nearest point on a line.
Snap on vertex. Snaps to a vertex or point.
Without snap. This button deactivates the snap operation.
Snap vertically. Snaps to a point perpendicular to a line.
Snap with constant grade. Snaps to a point with constant grade to a line.
Snap vertical or horizontally. Snaps to a point vertically or horizontally to a
line (in the global coordinates system).
Moves a vertex vertical or horizontally. Moves a vertex vertically or
horizontally to a line (in the global coordinates system).
Extend with the same grade. The program keeps the same grade on the first and
last edges of an open poly-line when this must be extended to meet another line.

Calculation options:
Usually, during the construction stage of a project, you may want to measure quantities
for specific elements of cross-sections. If you execute this command, DIOLKOS presents
a form in which you can choose specific elements to be calculated on the cross sections
computation.

From AutoCAD tab:
By using these commands you can define a cross section poly-line directly from AutoCAD.
Reference point:
When you press the Pick point in AutoCAD button the program
prompts you to select the reference point.
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DX from Ref. point:
reference point.

In this field you can insert the horizontal offset distance from the

[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

DY from Ref. point:
reference point.

In this field you can insert the vertical offset distance from the

[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Use road profile elevation: If you check this option the elevation of the reference point
will be taken from the vertical alignment.
Select PLine from AutoCAD:
AutoCAD to pick the polyline.

After pressing this command button you can go to

From offset layer tab:
By using these commands you can define a cross section poly-line as an offset the cross section
wrap up polyline.
DX between layer and section axis: In this field you can insert the horizontal offset
distance between the new polyline and the road axis.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]
Layer width: In this field you can insert the layer width.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<value<+∞, unit: m]

Offset DZ: In this field you can insert the vertical offset.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<value<+∞, unit: m]

Close left with grade: If you select this option the program will add a new edge on the
left side of the polyline with constant grade. This new edge is extended to the cross
section wrap up polyline and its grade is taken from the corresponding field.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<value<+∞, unit: m]
Close right with grade: If you select this option the program will add a new edge on the
right side of the polyline with constant grade. This new edge is extended to the cross
section wrap up polyline and its grade is taken from the corresponding field.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<value<+∞, unit: m]
Create: By pressing this button the program creates the polyline.

Help points tab:
This tab includes a “find/replace” tool for the CS help points names. This tool is very useful
because the program use the names of CS help points in order to create, automatically, the cross
section polylines.
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Ground polylines:
In this form, you can edit the ground polyline of a cross-section. While you select stations from the list, the
program updates the table with the coordinates of the corresponding ground polyline. If you make any
modification to the ground polyline, then the program creates, in the project’s directory, a file with extension
“.gr”. The “.gr” file is created when you save the active project. This file is a text file and has the same format
with the *.GRD files. If you erase the “.gr” file from the project’s directory, then the program will return to the
previous status having the original ground polyline in cross-sections drawing.
Section name:
In this field you can choose a section. The ground polyline coordinates of the selected section are
presented in “Vertex coordinates” array.

Χ:
The Χ-coordinates of the ground vertices relative to the section local coordinate system.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation (Z) of the polyline vertices.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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Sections polylines table:
If you execute this command, the program presents a dialog box in which you can edit the polylines included
in the current cross section. The program shows (in the table) the points of the polyline selected in the
“Polyline to modify” drop down list.
If you make any modification manually on the cross sections geometry, the program creates a file with *.gd
extension when you save the current project. This file is stored in the project’s directory and contains the
data of the modified lines. If you erase this file, then the project will come back in the previous state in which
the cross-section polylines will be calculated directly from the program’s database.

Χ:
The Χ-coordinates of the polyline vertices relative to the section local coordinate system.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation Z of the polyline vertexes.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Help points (constraction): If you execute this command, the program shows a table which contains the
coordinates of help points.

Χ:
The Χ-coordinates of each point relative to the section local coordinate system. [Value type: decimal
number, Value range: -∞<value<+∞, unit: m]

Elevation:
The elevation Z of each point.
[Value type: decimal number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]

Point code:
The code number of each point.
[Value type: integer number, Value range: 0<=value<+∞, unit: m]
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SECTIONS – VIEW MENU
The second pull down menu of the sections window is the View menu. This menu includes the following
commands:
Layers:
This command presents the Layers form. With this form you can handle the appearance of the sections
objects.
The coloured squares next to the layers names declare the colour of each layer. By clicking this square you
can change its colour.
Note:
The status of the Layers form is stored when you terminate the program. If you press the Default button,
the form returns to the default status.
This command is also executed by clicking the following icon

Zoom Extents, Zoom Previous, Zoom Rect, Realtime pan, Zoom In, Zoom Out:
In all CAD design programs these commands are common. In DIOLKOS these commands have the same
functionality.You can call the above commands by clicking the icons below.

If you press the right mouse button in the sections window, the program shows a pop up menu containing
the some of the above zoom commands.
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